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Biometries for Hospitality and Tourism: 
A New Wave of Information Technology 
By Bomi Kang, Kathleen Pearl Brewer and Billy Bai 
The technobgies that e q w e r  biometria have been amund./w a number ofyears, but until recent4 these 
techno/ogies have been viewed as exotic. I n  tbe not too distantfuhm biometrics nil/ be used to regulate intend 
pmcesses and to iqmve  semri@ in the ho.pitaL@ and tourism industries. Thi~poperpmvides an understandtng 
ofthe mmnt use ofbiometrics ingenera/ and itspractica/ value for the future in ho~pita60 and tourism. The 
stu~jpnsents a m e w  ofcumntpractm ofbiomem'cs with .penal rfmnce to the ho.pita/i@ and tourism 
businesses, addnsses kq  issues i q s e d  this technology, and i&nt$es business and marketing itnp/ications for 
these industries. 
Introduction 
Leading stxategists suggest that the key to success is to differentiate a business from the 
compeation and to stake one's tenitorid claim hrst (Floyd, 2003). Companies following this 
advice would build a competitive advantage and become a leader in their field. Interestingly, 
success for some hospitality companies has been achieved, in large part, by taking advantage of 
information technology (Floyd, 2003; Siguaw and Enz, 1999). 
Technology is one ofthe most important competitive weapons for any hospitality 
company in today's fast changing environment. Of those advancements in technology, experts 
predict that biometrics will play an important role in the future (Floyd, 2003; Rinehart, 2000) 
due to several reasons such as reduced cost of the technology and increased consumer 
acceptance. The acceptance and use of biometric technology has grown quickly. Revenue from 
the sale of biomemc technologies, (including law enforcement and large scale public sector use,) 
is expected to grow to $4.6 billion by 2008. (International Biomemc Group, 2005). 
The most notable function of biometdcs in hospitality and tourism is the ability to 
lessen operators' concerns about security. Hospitality businesses have long suffered from 
security breaches including, network and systems security, theft by employees, and credit card 
theft and Gaud (Rmehart, 2000). In addition, in the aftermath of September 11th the nation 
placed increased emphasis on security. Hospitality companies are increasingly feeling the 
pressure to manage risk, loss prevention, and fraud. 
It has become imperative for hospitality and tourism companies to have secure 
identification and personal vedhation technologies for everyday business operations. Since 
many biomemcal applications use unique paas of a person's genetic code, biomemcs is 
considered as a more accurate personal authentification solution than current identification 
methods such as passwords, pin-based or card-based systems. 
W'hile the value of this technology can be found in secured verification, biometrics can 
fadlitate the improvement of business operations and more importantly will enable companies to 
serve their customers in a more secure manner. Once the technology is integrated into exiting 
business solutions such as point of sales and time and attendance system, the processes are 
greatly expedited. Moreover, transaction data attached to customers can be utilized to assist 
further marketing efforts. By securely s t o h g  customer's demographical and behavioral data in 
company's database, hospitality and tourism companies can query different segments ofthe 
market and identify the most profitable markets more easily and accurately than inputting them 
manually. Companies can launch effective promotion campaigns and provide customized service 
to these markets in order to enhance customer retention. 
Despite the great potential of the application of biomemcs in hospitality and tourism 
businesses, there is scant research that has been conducted in this environment and the literature 
concerning the use and pracdcal value of biometdcs is limited. This study will 1) present a review 
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of current practices of  biomeuics in general with special reference to the hospitality and tourism 
industry, 9 address critical issues relating to the use of biometrics; and, 3) identify business and 
marketing implications for the hospitaliv and tourism industries. 
Biometrics: An O v e ~ e w  
Biometncs refers to "the automated methods of i den t iwg  or authenticating the identi? 
of a living person based on physiolog~cal or behavioral characteristic" (Floyd, 2003; Rmehaa, 
2000). Examples of physiological characreristics include hand geometry, fingerprint analysis, 
facial recognition, voice recoption,  and retinal or iris scan. 
Fingerprint technology reads below the user's surface layer of (dead) skm by bouncing 
electromagnetic waves, sunilar to radio waves. These reflections are recorded to build up a 
picture of the 6ngerprint, which 1s matched agamst the persotl's known fingerprint recorded 
earlier. Hand readers simultaneously analyze more than 31,000 points and instantaneously 
records more than 90 separate measurements of an individual's hand-including length, width, 
thickness and surface area. 
Facial recognition systems analyze images of human faces for the purpose of identifying 
them. The programs take a facial image and measure characteristics of distance between the eyes, 
the length of the nose, and the angle of the jaw. T70ice recogrution systems work s~milarl!-. It 
compares a pre-recorded roice message with the current user's voice inquiry. 
Retinal scanning and iris scanning are two separate identification methods. While retinal 
scanning was the frst eye recognition device developed, ifis identification 1s the biomeuic 
gaining acknowledgment due to its less intrusive nature. Lris scan involves analyzing patterns of 
tissue in the colored ring that surrounds the pupil and it requires no intimate contact between 
user and reader. Retinal scanning analysis requires the user to keep their head snll and eye 
focused on the light when the device reads the patterns of the laper of  blood vessels at the back 
of the eye. The two technologies using eves are considered the most accurate physiologybased 
biometrics techniques. 
Behavioral characteristics are more of a reflection of an individual's psychological traits. 
Examples of these technologies included signature comparison and keyscloke dynamics. 
Ke>-stroke dynamics is where the speed and pentameter of typing is recorded when typing in a 
password. Thls pattern must be matched on subsequent authentication attempts for the system 
to allow ently. 
Identification and authentication are key detining elements of this new technology. 
Biomeuics is qpically used for two purposes: identification and verification. In these systems 
identification is the process of examining one indiildual's characteristics and selecting the 
inhvidual from a group of stored images, therefore positively identiking that person &om the 
group. Verification, on the other hand, occurs when an indi~.idual makes a claim of their identi? 
by presenting documentation that can rerib- who the!- are. Unlike other identification or 
verification methods, this cutting edge technique uses an individual's unique characteristics, 
which cannot be forgotten, misplaced, borrowed, forged or stolen. 
There are various types of biometric systems being used (Avanq 2003). As can be seen 
from Figure 1, the most popular one is based on fingerprints. This biometric is increasingly being 
used in commerce, with roughl5- half of the biomruic users choosing to use fingerprints 
(International Biometrics Group, 2005). As compared to other techniques, fingerprint 
recognition has the advantage of ease of implernentation and low cost. In most cases, 
inlplementadon requires a minimal investment of identification sensors and the corresponding 
software. Finally, fingerprint recoption is relatively reliable; at the same h e ,  it is less intrusive 
and generally more acceptable to people than other methods. (Klein, 2003). 
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Figure 1. Market Share of Biomevic Technology 
2004 Market Share by Technology 
Source: International Biometric Group 
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The initial biomemc application in the United States, the Automated Fingerprint 
Identification Systems (AFIS), was developed by and mainly served the FBI. By the 1970s, law 
enforcement began to use this type of biomemcs for security and to identify criminals. The 
Depamnent of Defense was another early user relying on this technology to maintain the 
integrity of their systems (Roben, 2003). In addition, federal and local governments also used it 
to confirm identities in forensics, such as criminal identification and prison security, historically 
used biomemcs security applications. More recently, the United States Citizen and Immigration 
Services has begun to update some of its systems with biomemc enhancements using hand scans 
or iingerprint identification at entry points into the county for immigration identification and 
verification (Connell and Spence, 2002). Outside of the US, biometdc systems have been and 
continue to be used in national identification databases in the areas of social entitlements, welfare 
beneficiary identification, driver's licenses, immigration contro4 and election management 
(Davis, 1994). While the current use of biomemcs appears strongest in the public sector, the 
International Biomemcs Group esdmates that in 2007 only one-half of the total biomemcs sales 
will be to government and law enforcement. 
As the level of security breaches and transaction h u d  increases (Federal Trade 
Commission, 2003) and the possibility of terrorist attacks intensifies, the need for highly secure 
identification and personal verification technologies has become more apparent to the private 
sector. Many organizations have realized the need to improve on the techniques they use to keep 
their information and assets secure. Healthcare, soaal services, tinance, and banking are only a 
few indusmes that have begun to deploy biomemcs-based applications. Hospitals have found 
biomemc systems to be an excellant way to respond to new government security mandates. 
Hospitals now use biometric applications to insure and tract correct delivery of medications to 
patients, to secure access to sensitive areas, and to protect electronic healthcare data (Hodgson, 
2001). The banking industry with a new reliance on networked and Internet based access 
systems, such as those employed by on-line banking, ATMs, and other remote-access 
applications are taking a hard look at improvements in security that might be realized through 
biomemcs. Automobile manufacturers and computer hardware manufacturers also have used 
this technology as a method to secure the access to the car and other assets (Grimes, 1998). 
Because of this growth in demand, companies are beginning to substantially reduce the cost of 
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new biometdc technologies (Fratto, 2003). Since biometric identification technologies are now 
more cost-effective, reliable and accurate, it has become more feasible in a large range of 
business applications where identification or authentication of a person is required. 
Applications in Hospitality and Tourism 
One of the earliest examples of hiometdc applications in hospitality and tourism would 
be safes and door locks. The thumbprint safe developed by ElSafe =-as awarded "Ed~tor's 
Choice" Award for best new product at the 2001 Intemational Hotel/Motel & Restaurant Show 
in New York. Biometncs-based door locks have rapidly advanced since the ficst installation in 
the Hilton A q o r t  Hotel in Los .ingeles. More advanced integration such as VIP recognition 
and guest room assess utilizing 3D facial recognition is current$ in the works. Biomemc door 
locks have been widely applied to existing access control systems even for homes, offices, cars, 
as well as safes and lockers. 
One advantage of biometric technolog) is that it is reasonably easil?- to integrate s l t h  
other applications. Many biometric solutions comply with open standards and therefore can be 
incorporated into other hospitality systems such as point-of-sales (POS), time and attendance, 
and casino-player tracking systems, or to secure access to storage or other restricted areas 
(Fratto, 2003). In addition, biometncs surveillance is widely used b:- casinos, using facial 
recognition technolog to check tor "bad guys" (Robert, 2003). 
While there ma? be a multitude of biometnc applications to hospitality and tourism 
organizations in the future, there are several applications where the!- could currently be applied. 
Access Control Systems 
The obvious use for biometries is to control either physical access or computer system 
or network access to data (logical control), through secure identification and verification. 
Currently access to assets or data typically involves requiring the individual to prox-ide an 
identification card or input a personal identificatlon number or PIN on a keypad. The difficulr) 
with these systems is that tiler could provide positive identification of fraudulent users. These 
systems rely on the user to provide plastic cards and codes but they cannot determine who is 
actually in possession of the card or code. In addtion, pins and passwords may be forgotten, and 
the identification cards may be forged, stolen, or lost. 
In hotels and restaurants, biometdc technologies enhance the control of alcohol and 
food storage areas as well as other areas of the property such as computer rooms. .4ccess to 
those areas will be resmcted by employee work shlft or authoriq lerel, reducing theft with a 
visual event log of who entered what area at what time. 
The University of Georgia has reported positive feedback using this technology. The 
university has changed their photo ID systems to a hand recognition system for access to 
foodsen<ce facilities, campus residence halls, and recreation venues. The school reported that 
the new system saves time and is more accurate than thcir old identification method (Floyd, 
2003). 
Another use is to control unauthorized physical or cyber access to customer and/or 
employee data. Figure 2 iUustrates how such a system works using a fingerprint. Once a person 
enrolls in the system, their fingerprint is stored in a database within the Fystem or stored on 
companion devices such as a smart card 
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Input Device Output Device 
Payment Systems 
In the restaurant and shop environment, the most obvious benefit includes faster and 
more secure payments from the guest. No longer will cashiers need to see identification or get a 
signed credit card slip because the scanned image is almost fraud-proof identification (Floyd, 
2003). With the touch of a finger, in seconds a restaurant could have a payment for meal, find 
out a guest's history, or have the address of the customer to send out future coupons. The 
restaurant could provide better service and the guest receives hidher order faster (Floyd, 2003; 
Blane, 2002; Gran, 2002). 
Biomemc systems can enhance the traditional point of sales systems (POS). Guests will 
be freed from memorizing PINS and loyalty program numbers, carrying cash, checks, and credit 
cards. Instead, they will register theit. finger images that are then linked to financial or personal 
information in the system. The check can then be settled and payment completed electronically, 
without using any of the traditional methods. 
Quick service restaurants seem to see higher benefits because speed is their primary 
concern. Major grocery stores such as Kroger's, West Seattle Thriftway, and Wal-mart were 
recently testing biomemc payment systems using fingerprints (Howell, 2002). And McDonald's 
had already joined in pilot programs that use fingerprint payment systems (Grant, 2002). 
Participants of the study conducted by these retail stores, stated that the processing was faster 
and provided convenience with more security. To use these systems, a typical checkout time 
takes about 20 seconds and enrollment in the program takes less than four seconds (Howell, 
2002). 
In another example, when a property management system is networked with the 
registered fingerprint of a guest, the front desk can check in the guest faster without 
cumbersome procedures such as asking for an 1.D and a credit card. Such an online system will 
communicate the image of the fingerprints directly to each door so that the guest can enter their 
guest room without a key reducing the worry about a lock out situation. This elimination of 
room keys can save money tied to keycard purchases (10 cents to 15 cents per card adds up) and 
labor cost At checkout, a reader scans user's index finger and the computer matches the stored 
print-map to the fingerprint A loyalty discounts are automatically deducted and the account 
charged weha r t ,  2000). If the individual has their data linked to banking information, an 
account could he debited or credit card charged at this time. 
Time and Attendance Systems 
Biomemc applications would also allow for more secure communications through 
shared systems. For many years, hotels and restaurants have used 1.D:based identification 
method for time and attendance. Currently, certain software providers such as ADP, Stromberg 
and Recognition Systems have introduced new labor management systems with the added 
feature that uses biometries to validate employee identification. The new system assures that the 
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person at the time clock is only making envies for him/herself, therefore elirmnating "buddy 
punching," (i.e., where someone clocks in or out for someone else.) The system will ensure that 
no one else can use access card even though the card is stolen or lost. It  uill reduce password 
entry error and the overhead costs related to producing ID cards as well. 
Critical Issues 
The application of the biometric technology in commerce and further hospitality and 
tourism is veT  complex because there are many issues in the process of implementing and 
monitoring. W'hile biometrics has received elevated levels of support from numerous groups, it 
has similarly faced opposition from others. It is important to look at both positions since they 
provide an essential understanchg of the lie:- issues reflected in this new technology. The 
following section addresses several issues to resolve before the widespread adoption of 
biometrics is Like$. 
1) Cost 
Technological glitches and limited inteptability with other applications, has lead 
companies to be reluctant to invest in biometrics. the limitations, cost u7as the most 
important reason people were skeptical about bi~metric applications. As costs are reduced the 
price will be acceptable to the end user (O'Conner, 2002). Today a consumer can purchase a 
f i n g e r p ~ t  scanner for less than $100 and this scanner is much more effective and accurate than 
the $1,000 scanner on the market tire years ago. In addition, many computer compa~ues are nou- 
producing computers and keyboards with bdr-in biometrics technology. 
The cost of biomeuics can also be offset in applications where sex~eral departments are 
using the readers. In any enterprise. the cornpan!- can do door securir). uith security on 
computers as well as time clock and get three departments to share the cost of the system 
(Hodgson, 2001). In this way, the budget centers together on a single system which mill reduce 
the cost for each department. The system also offsets the operating costs because a company 
does not have to have people fuU-&e admmistering card functions. The overhead that used to 
come from card purchases uill be dimmished. The saxings from recurring cost of card buying 
must be weighed agamst the additional cost of the readers when looking at systems (Hodgson, 
2001). 
Regardless of whlch form of biometrics is used, the price of implementation wdl  drop as 
adoption increases, and extensil-e risk per rexvard analyses must be done in each organization to 
justify the use and expendture. The choice depends on the level of securih reqlured and the 
budget to purchase the systems. 
2) Privacy Invasion and Legislation 
Biomevics is a promising technology. However, in order for it to become Fully accepted, 
users have to be convinced to gve  up some of their prk-acy in exchange for greater security. The 
use of biometrics inherently poses a threar to the pm-acy of an ind~x.idual because of its abilin to 
track the indil-idual from the information in a database. Therefore biometric technology is 
perceived as intrusive and invasive. 
There has always been psycholog~cal resistance when a new system is introduced. One 
of the reasons that the public might be opposed to the implementation of biomemc systems is 
that tradttionallv this form of identification has been used as a method to track criminals. not d ~ e  
common evevday person. Nevertheless certain priracy groups such as C.ISPLlN and Fight the 
Figerprint advocate consumer's rights. Consumers are concerned that d ~ e  data collected might 
be divulged to the law enforcement or shared mlth third parties without their knowledge or 
consent. Further, employee monitoring systems using biomemcs provoke the issue of employee 
privacy. The protection ofemplo!-ees under the law has ex-olved and become the focus of new 
le$slation needed as the techno lo^ mores forward in the marketplace (Buzek, 2003). 
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There are advocates on both sides of this issue. Both proponents and adversaxies of this 
technology have valid arguments. As systems are adopted, experts expect to see increased 
legislation regarding how and when these systems can be used. If appropriately regulated, 
biomemcs might actually assist in guaranteeing privacy rather than detracting from it. For 
example, biomemc systems have been found to be an effective way of reducing credit card fraud 
and saving process time. (Howell, 2002; Buzek, 2003). 
3) User Education 
Because there are misunderstandings about the use of biomemcs, it is important for the 
public to be educated concerning the use of such systems. For instance, any system implemented 
for authentication must be established as a "one-way" system; that is, the system can be used to 
verify identity, not used to find a person from the biomemcs data. One such system uses 
extraction algorithms to convert a fingerprint image into a &tal vector number, which is then 
stored. Therefore, the Jingerprint itself is not stored and it cannot be recreated from the stored 
&tal vector. Instead, the person is authenticated because the associated vector number of that 
individual recorded in this reading is within acceptable limits of the initial reading. 
Strengthening e-CRM 
While experts do not envision real-time customer relationship management anytime 
soon, the following are noted benefits and implications to the business marketing of using this 
biomemc technology. 
Customer retention 
The traditional marketing mix activities are no longer able to capture the changing 
behavior of today's marketplace and customer relationship management ( C q  becomes 
fundamental (Gronroos, 1990; Gromoos, 1997). While it is important to gain new customers, 
what matters most is how to retain them. Developing relationships with customers is a constant 
challenge to businesses of all types. Through customer relationship building, companies will 
benefit From customer loyalty in the end (Shoemaker and Lewis, 1999). With POS integrated, the 
biomemc technology can enhance relationships with customers in an electronic environment and 
more importantly, it can improve loyalty programs for repeat customers. In an early test in a 
quick service restaurant, a year long pilot reported that between 65 to 75 percent of the regular 
customers signed up to use this technology and the restaurant eliminated the paper-punched- 
redeeming cards for goods. Now with every customer purchase, loyalty points or rewards are 
saved electronically and can be redeemed at the POS (Thehart, 2000). One other benefit to the 
hospitality industry is in the cleansing of information. Hotels are continually purging their 
records to keep accurate information on their guests (Rinehart, 2000). With the right data mining 
software, this biomemc technology makes it easier to track and identify customers accurately 
with less labor cost. Customers' previous purchases can be used to predict future purchase 
behavior. Thus, one-to-one marketing becomes more efficient. 
Customized products and services 
For hospitality and tourism businesses that also rely on loyal customers, biomemc 
systems can help streamline databases to better txget and serve profitable customers. Once the 
customer has registered his/her fingerprints, the customer's prohle associated with the 
fingerprints can be brought up upon check-in, enabling employees to provide several services 
specific to the prohle of that customer. Some of these services may include room temperature 
control, television channel access customized to that customer's preferences, presetting wake-up 
times, and a custom coniiguration of the in-room beverage and food services that are presented 
on the television to that specific guest It certainly differentiates the services for repeat customers 
and therefore builds loyalty. 
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Conclusion 
The p h a q  use of biometncs in hospitality and tourism is to regulate internal processes 
and security. The initial application d likely be time and attendance, workforce management 
and access control (Buzek 2003). These arc environments in which the employer has the ability 
to mandate the use as a condition of employment. It is also an area where the expense to add 
biomecrics can be easily justified by increased security and lower worker fraud. In the long run, it 
is an extremel!. low cost method to capme and store personal preferences and identifiers. Not 
only does it mean a lower operadng cost, but the trchnolog has tremendous imphcations 
regarding customer relationship mawagement and the service delive? systems provider. The 
hospitality industq should be proactive in the development and use of this technolog).. 
This paper is an exploratory attempt to increase the understanding of the current use of 
biomeuics and its practical value in the hospitalih and tourism indusq .  Further, it is intended to 
initiate fume  discussion and research in the area of hospitahty and tourism markedng in relation 
to the effective use of customer information x-ia biomemcs. Future research calls for more 
empirical investigations regardmg the perceptions and expectations of the use of biomeuics. 
hloreover, identification of actual contributions of biomruic technologies to operations and 
management in quantifiable terms desenres special attention and consideration. 
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Management Retention Factors 
in the School Foodservice Industry 
By Robin B. DiPietro 
Management retet~tzon in the slhuo/fiodservi~~ indust? ha.i been n~mwing mnL.em./or school 
dktrict dension makers due ro the h ~ e  numbbei ofmanagcri na'i4iif,g ntinment age and the iho~tuge $quaitied 
pe@e to,fii/theporitions. Ai with otherfiudieruiirpoJitions, iurnowr rat?,. and the shortu~e $service enpl!yees 
wiii continue to be cholienges well into the 21st ~,entnn. The current strrd~ empi<),ed u iel/ladmz~~iiteren' 
questionnain, and asked 101 srhoolfoodsemice mu~idgers in Cenrral Fhnda to rare theirperceived inportan:? o f  
and theirpeneived experience with 20 emplojment chararten~~ti~j- a/' theirjoh. There were r&n@cant iferenics in 
17 uf the 20 charactenstii~s f h u ~ ~  highl&hting i&n+an?gapi between perceived impo7lo11a dndperceived actual 
e.yperiena on the job. The suwpy ajlo questioned mpondentr rryi~rding ~haradenstirs that bmujilr them to their 
i.uwentjob and what wuld k r q  them fmm danging?obs. ,Vanagemenf and human rr.iource impLcations an  
dismssed 
Introduction 
hlanager tumover has been a concern in the hospitality industq for many years. 
Turnover issues in many segments of the hospitality industry is quite common and has been an 
accepted parameter of the industry (Preu.ltr, 2000). This turnover is expensive in economic and 
emotional terms. There is also a risk of a decrease in the overall customer sen-ice pro1,ided bl- an 
organization as more qualified managers' turnover. This situation ma!. leave less qualified or 
newer managers lc€t to perform at a level he!-ond their capabihties. Nso, "tumover" means that a 
person is not "retained" and often a critical goal for organizations is to retain the best q u a l i ~  
people. 
One oFthe reasons posited for the hgh turnover in the hospitality industq- in general 
and the foodsenlce i n d u s q  specificallj- has been called, "tumover culturr." "Turnover culture," 
as described by Iverson and Deeq  (1997), is an acceptance bj- employees and managers of an 
organization that high turnover is a norm in the workplace. It  is this belief that leads to a lack 
effort to encourage retention and whch can create a negative impact on the organization with 
respect to the costs of recruiting, rraining and retaining employees and managers. Some 
operators and managers appear to hare their operations and systems set up to accept the reality 
of low skills, high turnover and little or no motil-ation in the foodsenlce indusuy (Enz & 
Withiam, 2003). This fact exacerbates the tumover culture seen in these organizations since 
turnover may be an accepted componenr of the operations. 
With the erolution of school foodsen-ice, cafeterias hare become more organized and 
school districts nou. find themselves in direct competition with restaurants and other Food 
oudets (VanEgmond-Pannell, 1983). This  fact makes it critical that school foodsemice 
operations start thinking in terms of how they can create a competiti~-e advantage over other 
food outlets. Furthermors, high turnover uill be one of the most challengng problems facing 
school districts in the 21st centuq (T'anneU-hlarrin, 1399). Recruiunent, motivation and 
retention of  management in tlle hospitality i ndusq  in general will continue to be an ongoing 
challenge for organizations m a n  8: Ricci, 21104). 
Much of  the research done to t h~s  point regardmg retention factors primarily focuses on 
the lodging and restlurant induswies as well as on hour]!- employees rather than managers 
(DiPietro & Milman. 2004; Milman & hcci. 2OLI.1; Ricci 8r Miiman, 2002). There has been v e r  
lirmted research to date on manager retention in the school foodsen-ice i n d u s ~ .  Pan of the 
reason for t h s  lack of research has been the relativel!- lower nlrnover in school foodsemice 
industq compared to other foodsen-ice outlets. Despite the fact that turnover of management in 
school foodsenice is not as prevalent as it is in foodsen-ice in gmeral, undcrstandmg the reasons 
that managers stay can help to inform human resource practices. 
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The following study, therefore, will add to the literature regarding the school 
foodservice industry. The results of the study will aid school districts in creating policies and 
practices to help encourage retention of h h  quality managers and decrease turnover rates and 
the costs associated with it. With a new generation of managers entering the foodservice 
industry, manager attitudes will change as personal career goals change and therefore the need to 
reduce turnover and increase retention would need to be studied and encouraged on a 
continuing basis. ?lus management emphasis will help to allow school foodservice outlets to 
function more effectively and efficiently with a healthier bottom line. 
Literature Review 
The Foodsenrice Industry 
The foodservice industry in the U.S. is projected to do over $537 billion in sales in 2007, 
with approximately $46 billion of that representing the noncommerd foodservice sector. The 
foodservice industry is projected to grow at a rate of 5% across the U.S. and to employ almost 
12.8 million people or 9% of the workforce, hence making it the largest private sector employer 
in the U.S. (National Restaurant Association, 2007). 
The U.S. foodservice industry has had over 14 years of consecutive sales growth and is 
strong due to the number of dual income homes and the continued increase in the desire for 
convenient food options (National Restaurant Association, 2007). This increase in the desire for 
food away from home has also transcended into the school foodservice area. 
Despite the increasing sales, the foodservice industry in general continues to have one of 
the hghest turnover rates across industries because of wages, shift schedules, and s o d  
perceptions of entry-level jobs. Hurst (1997) has found that as turnover rates increase, labor 
costs rise. Turnover rates also can impact employee training costs, customers' perceptions of 
service quality, and employee job satisfaction. Turnover in the foodservice industry is very costly 
to organizations. The estimates are that turnover ranges from 50-200% among hourly employees 
and 25% for manages (Berta, 2003). Even with the downturn in the economy a few years ago, 
turnover in the hospitality industry is still over 100% Wcci & Milman, 2002). Furthermore, a 
study conducted in 2001 of the top 100 restaurant companies in the U.S. found that the 
restaurant industry loses an estimated $4 billion in turnover expenses for hourly employees 
annually. The turnover of managers costs the industry an additional $454 million per year. 
(Spector, 2003). 
School Foodsenrice 
School foodservice operations can vary in size and scope, and therefore may have 
different management needs. The facilities can range from a small, single-unit, decenaalized 
school district with schools serving less than 100 meals per day to those operations in a 
centralized city and county districts that have up to 1200 schools and seme up to a half a million 
meals per day (Pannell-Martin, 1999). This wide variation causes some challenges in terms of 
determining generalized best practices for the school foodservice industry in general and human 
resource practices specifically. 
The school foodservice industry is somewhat different from the foodservice industry in 
general. The length of tenure of school foodservice employees and managers is usually much 
longer than in the foodservice industry as a whole. School cafeteria employees and managers can 
have tenure that is 10,20 or even 30 years (Lipows!q 1999). The concerns in recent years have 
been the fact that school foodservice has to compete in a aght labor market and face the fact 
that many of the school foodservice managers are reaching retirement age and there are not 
enough qualified people to fdl those positions (Lipowski, 1999; VanEgmond-Pamd, 1985). 
There is projected to be a shortage of school foodservice managers by the 21st century. Part of 
the concern in staffing school foodservice manager positions with younger people is that the 
Generation X and Y employees seem to be more dissatisfied with their jobs and are willing to 
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leave their jobs much more quickly than foodsen~ice managers of past senerations (Lipowski, 
1999). This will only exacerbate the esisting labor crisis in the industry. T h s  makes recruiting and 
retaining new managers to tii vacated positions very difficult. 
Human resource professionals in the school foodsenrice area are anxious because of the 
impending shortage of school foodservice managers. The arerage turnover rate of all senior 
foodsen-ice managers during 2001-2006 u-as projected to be 39%, whilr the tumover in school 
foodsen-ice was supposed to be over 48"4 ( S c h n t e k  2001). That is a Large number of school 
foodservice managers that will be retiring or leaving their jobs causing vacancies that will be v e q  
difficult to fffl. 
In the 1970's, a school foodsen-ice employee usas hpicauy 45 to 30 years old with a high 
school diploma and approximately 8 years of industrp experience. In the 1990's the average age 
of the qyical foodsen-ice employee u-as 60-65 years old (l'anneu-Martin, 1999). However, it has 
been stated that in the 11st century, the ypical foodsenice manager will be 35 to 44 years old. 
The reason for this shift to a younger age of the foodsenrice managers is due to the mass exodus 
of the older foodsenice employees and managers as rebrement age approaches (Dehficco, et al., 
1997; Pannell-hlartin, 1999). This exodus of foodsen-ice managers is causing rumover that is 
costly and concerning to human resource practitioners as the! try to detrrmine how to recruit 
quality managers and retain those managers. 
Manager Turnover Costs 
Managers leave their companies for lfferent reasons than hour17 employees. It is 
believed that managers are proactix~e in their approach to manage and control their ou7n careers 
and development. To  accomplish this, they seek positions that they perceive to be a good match 
h r  them with respect to the job itself and the organizadon associated to that job paylor & 
Walsh, 2005). The dollar amount of tumorer for a single manager is said to be equivalent to the 
manager's annual base salary. The average s a l a ~  of school foodsenice managers is 
approximately $41,270 (U.S. Department of Labor, 2007). In addition, high turnover also leads 
to lowered employee morale paylor CG Kalsh, 2005). 
Several studies have inrestigated the quantitative costs of turnover in the hospitaliv 
mdustly (fin!& &Trace!, 2000; Pine, 2000; \X'asmurh & Davis, 1983; Woods & hlacauly, 1989). 
For example, a recent study by the National Restaurant .\ssodauon of 50 companies in the 
hospitality industry estimated the median cost of turnover of an hourly employee at $2,494 per 
person. These costs include recluiting. training and retaining a person (Pine, 2000). Other studies 
estimated that the cost of hourly employee turnover was approximately $3,000 F'asmuth & 
Davis, 1963; Woods Bc hlacaulay, 1989). Turnover related costs for a foodsen.ice operation may 
include advertising, recruiting, orientation, training, loss of profits due to a decrease in 
productiv+y, as well as extra food waste and equipment breakage Poret, 1995). 
Some writers have argued that the strong work ethic of the previous generadon ma!- be 
partially blamed for the challenge in !3ng positions and causing a shortage of replacemenrs. It 
has been stated that t h s  generation has had such a long retention period that they may have 
~nadvertently blocked newer employees from the opportunity of gaining the necessary experience 
and skills needed to advance in their positions (L~pou~slil, 1999). 
Retention 
Previous research on retention has focused on manager perception to the causes of 
employee turnover and the opinions of managers on what can be done to decrease employer 
m o v e r  in the industry (Dermody. 2001; Gustafson, 2002). There has been a limited numbers of 
studies regarding manager tumover and retention in the Foodserrice area (Gustafson, 2002; 
Taylor & W'alsh, 2005; Zuber, 2001). 
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Managers have stated that they would prefer a flexible schedule and the oppormnity to 
spend more time with their family over an increased salary. It was also found that manages 
chiefly want growth oppormnities through challenges in the current position paylor & Walsh, 
2005). Studies have shown that when a work environment is more stable, employees are more 
likely to stay with the company (Zuber, 2001; Gustafson, 2002). In addition, Taylor & Walsh 
(2005) suggest that the key to retaining high-value managers and to increase their commitment 
levels is to make certain the way in which these managers manage their careers is understood. 
The current study was designed to determine the retention factors of school foodservice 
managers in Central Florida. The research questions that guided the current study are listed 
below: 
1) What are the Factors that are most important in recruiting and attracting school 
foodservice managers to their jobs? 
2) Where are there gaps in the level of importance and actual practices in school 
foodservice manager jobs? 
3) What factors would cause school foodservice managers to find another job? 
Methodology 
The current study employed a self-administered questionnaire of managers in the school 
foodservice indusw. The questionnaire was developed by using a modified insmunent 
previously employed in research on employee retention in the hotel and attcaction indusmes 
m a n ,  2003; Milman & Ricci, 2004; Ricd & Milman, 2002). The survey was adapted for the 
school foodservice indusuy and qualitative review of the survey was done by 4 dismct managers 
for the Orange County School dismct in order to ensure that the questions were worded 
couectly and took into account that the respondents were managers rather than employees. In 
order to get a large enough sample, the seven county area in Central Florida was surveyed. The 
survey was administered by using two methods: via email sent to each of the schools and also 
administered at school dismct meedngs where possible. There were a total of 645 surveys that 
were mailed to school foodservice managers. There were a total of 101 respondents for a 
response rate of 15.65%. 
Results 
School Foodservice Manager Demographic Characteristics 
The demographic characteristics of the respondents of the study are fairly representative 
of the school foodservice manager. Slightly over 92% of the respondents were female, with 
seven percent male. There were no managers who were under the age of 25 represented in the 
sample. The median respondent was in the 36-40 year age group. Most of the respondents had a 
high school education (44.1%), with 31.2% having some college education. Over 58% of the 
respondents were manied, 22.8% divorced, 9.8% widowed, and 8.7% were single. The details 
regarding the demographics of the sample are shown in Table 1. 
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Gender 
Female 
Male 
% 
92.6 
7.4 
AgcGroup 
18 or under 
19-25 
26-30 
% 
0.0 
0.0 
3.2 
EdncadonalBackground 
Grade School 
High School 
Technical Diploma 
% 
1.1 
44.1 
3.2 
Fun* 
Status 
Single 
Married 
Divorced/ 
% 
8.7 
58.7 
22.8 , 
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Job Tenure 
The length of time that the respondents have been in their current job is shown in Table 
2. The median length of time that a respondent has been in their curcent job is "more than 10 
years." This shows that there has been approximately half of the respondents have been with 
their current employer for more than 10 years. whde the other half has been in their jobs for less 
than that t h e .  Approximately 124; of the respondents have been in their jobs for less than 2 
years. See Table 2 for more details on the job tenure. 
Table 2: Employment  T e n u r e  in Current  School District 
---- 
-- 
5l.U 
100.0 
N= 100 Median- "More than 10 years" 
Respondent Sources Regarding Current Job 
Respondents were asked to indicate how they learned about their current job racan7 in 
the restaurant. The respondents could choose multiple sources that they may have used to learn 
about the job that they currently occup). The majorin- of the respondents (21.9%) learned about 
their current job through referral by another employee who worked rhere or worked there in the 
past. The second largest source for helping respondents learn about their current job is "other" 
(17.5%). This category has the majorin of their responses related to the respondent "being a 
parent at the school," "having children in the school" and "wandng hours that matched their 
children." Other sources were the website of the school system (7.j0h,), just dropped by looking 
for a job (6.3%j, through other members of the community (4.49 o), internet job search (2.jo/b), 
school/university recruitment (1.9'/0), and only one respondent each selected 
newspaper/mamzitle ads and communin- job fair. See Table 3 for more details. 
~ a b i e  k:sources That Helped ~ e s p o n d e n t s  L e a r n n o b  
- 
-- 
How Did You Learn About The Job? 
--
Y o  
Referral by another emplovee who works there or worked there m the past - 21.9 ]75 
6.3 
4.4 
2.5 
1.9 
Respondents' Reasons for Attraction to Job 
The respondents were also asked what attracted them to their current job. Multiple 
responses were allowed in chis question as \r-ell. The biggest reason for respondents to be 
attracted to their current job uras the employee benefits (31.9"h). 'fils was follou-ed closely by 
flexible schedule (26.30;0), interaction with people (2U.6?!0), pay level j20.690). and ease of 
commute (20.69/0). The "other" respondents' comments !13.l0,3 ranged from "it was a nice, fun 
job" to "no nights, no weekends." The comments also reflected that some of the respondents 
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had been in foodsemice jobs their whole lives and so this job made sense for their background 
See Table 4 for additional characteristics that attracted respondents to their current jobs. 
1 Interaction with people 1 20.6 1 
Table 4: Characteristics that Attracted the Respondent to Their Current Job 
F.rnplo\men~ (:haractcnsoc Thar .\rrracred You To lob 
Managers' Evaluation of Current Employment Experience 
Respondents were asked to rate 20 employment characteristics with regard to their 
perceived importance. The respondents were also asked to rate their actual experience with these 
characteristics, more specifically to what extent these characteristics were manifested in their 
current employment. Each characteristic was evaluated according to its level of importance on a 
5-point scale with "1" indicating "unimportant" and "5" indicating "very important." The actual 
experience that the respondents had with these characteristics on the job was then measured on 
a 5-point scale where "1" indicated "poor experience" and "5" indicated "excellent experience." 
The results of the specific employment characteristics are summanzed in Table 5. 
O C  
lob duties 
Employee working environment 
Reputation of the entire school district 
Friendlfamily member who already works there 
Reputation of the particular school 
The most important employment characteristics to respondents were retirement plan 
(4.67), health benefits for manager (4.67), humane and caring approach to employees (4.65). clear 
information on job tasks and responsibilities (4.65), and introductoq mining (4.61). Of  the 20 
employment characteristics, 17 of them had statistically significant gaps between the perceived 
importance and the perceived actual experience in the current workplace. The largest gaps 
between importance and experience occurred in paid vacation, hourly wage, dear information on 
job tasks and responsibilities, and introductory training. 
10.6 
10.6 
8.1 
7.5 
5.0 
The three areas where there were not a significant difference between importance and 
experience were: direct deposit of paycheck, company poliaes, and flexible working hours. For 
more details re- the employment characteristics, see Table 5. 
Note: Percentages add up to more than 100% due to multiple responses N=101 
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Table 5: Com~arison Between Level of Im~ortance and Actual Experience of 
Job Retention Indicators 
To help determinr retention intent in the school foodsenlce industry, respondents were 
asked to reflect on their level of satisfaction uith their current job, their l e d  of likelihood to 
refer a ftiend or a family member LO their current employer, and their likelihood to remain with 
their current employer for the nest six months. 
For the most part, managers were satisfied with their jobs (58.8'4. There were 17.5% of 
the respondents that were very satisfied u-lth their jobs. More than twelve percent (12.1°b) were 
neither dissatisfied nor satisfied with their lobs. There mere 6.2'" of the respondents that u-ere 
dissatisfied and 5.2% that were r e n  dissausfi~d with their current job (Table 6). 
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Table 6: 1 
The majoriy of the respondents were likely (37.8%) or very likely (30.6%) to refer a 
friend or family member to the current employer, while 16.3% were somewhat likely to refer a 
friend or family member. Only 9.2'/0 were unlikely and 6.1% very unlikely to refer a &end or 
family member to the current employer (see Table 7). 
Table 7: Level of Likelihood to Refer Friend or Familv to Applv for a iob in the 
mvel of Satisfaction With Current Job 
Level of Satisfaction with Current Job 
1. Very Dissatisfied 
2. Dissatisfied 
3. Neither Dissatisfied nor Satisfied 
4. Satisfied 
5. Very Satisfied 
Total 
In a question regarding intent to turnover, very few respondents were considering 
turning over in the next six months. Over 77% of respondents were very likely to remain with 
their current employer for more than six months. There were 13.5% of the respondents that 
were likely to remain with their current employer and 5.2"; were somewhat likely to remain. 
Only 1.0% were unlikely and 3.1% were very unlikely to remain with their current employer for 
the next six months (see Table 8). 
YO 
5.2 
6.2 
12.4 
58.8 
17.5 
100.0 
.-. 
School District 
N=97 Mean=3.77 Standard Deviation=.984 Med!an=4 "satisfied" 
Level of Likelihood to Refer Friend or Family 
1. Very Unlikely 
2. Unlikely 
3. Somewhat Likely 
4. Likely 
5. Very Likely 
Total 
Employment Characteristics That  Conmbute to Turnover 
Respondents were asked to assess 13 employment characteristics that might make them 
move to another employer. Each item was assessed by the respondents on a 5-point scale where 
" >, ' 1 tndicated "no value" and "5" indicated "very h-lgh value." The respondents rated better pay 
as having the hlghest value to them with regards to going to work for another company (4.33). 
The other job characteristics that would amact them to another company were better health 
benefits (3.99), better retirement plan (3.90), improved communication to employees (3.86). and 
a more humane or caring approach to employees (3.86). See Table 9 for the complete list of job 
characteristics. 
6.1 
9.2 
16.3 
37.8 
30.6 
100.0 
Table 8: Likelihood of Remaining with Current Employer for Next Six Months 
Likelihood of Remaining with Current Emplover for Next Six Months 
FIU Rcuicw Vol. 25 No. 1 
N=98 Mean=3.78 Standard Deviation=l ,162 Median=4 "likely" 
2. Unlikely 
3. Somewhat Ltkely 
4. Likely 
5. l'ecy Likely 
Total 
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value 
Table 9: Job Characteristics That Would Attract Managers to Move to Another 
hfean 
4.33 1.265 
1.335 
1.311 
3.86 1.279 
3.83 1.252 
-- - 
-- 
3.78 1.368 
Discussion and Implications for Practitioners 
.\s u7as shown in the demographic data, the sample of respondents has a long 
tenure with their respective schools with more than half of the respondents in their jobs for 
more than 10 years. This is very typical of a school foodsen-ice manager as their length of tenure 
can be quite long (L~powsh, 1999). As the demographcs start to shtk as the older manager 
retires and a younger generation takes over the school foodsenlce positions for them, the factors 
that help recruit and retain these managers d be important to understand. 
7 .  Flexihle workmg hours 
8. Sl'lce people to work wth 
, 9. Easier travel to work 
In respondmg to thc first research question -What are the factors that are most 
impoaant in recruidng and attracting school foodsen-ice managers to their jobs, the following 
responses were determined to be imporrant for school foodsen-lce managers. In developing 
recruiting plans for school foodsen.ice, it is important to note that referrals from another 
employee who works there. along ulth "other" responses such as "being a parent at the school," 
"having children in the school" and "wanting hours that matched their chddren" are the two 
significant responses for hou- people found out about their current job. This is an indcation that 
by marketing through other employees and through the school itself is probably the most cost 
effective u.a!. to r e c ~ t  new managers. 
The top characterisucs that attracted people to their current johs were employee 
benefits, flexible schedule, interaction u.lth people, pay ]ex-el, and ease of commute or location. 
These responses are different from similar studies that were conducted uith quick sen-ice and 
casual dining restaurant employees. In those studies, flexible schedules was the most important 
characteristics that attracted people to their jobs and employee benefits were down lower on the 
list. 'Illis may be dur to the arerage age of the respondents. In the current study. the median age 
uras 36-40, in both of the other studies, the median age was 19-25 (DiPietro & kliltnan, 2004; 
DiPietro & Milman, in press). This fmdng indicates that the strongest reason that attracted 
people to work for the school &strict is because the emplo!.ee benefits that are offered. If the 
school foodsen-ice manager's average age c o n ~ u e s  to declit~e as it has (Fannell-Martin. 1999). 
the implicatiotls for human resource practirioners may be to reevaluate these characteristics. 
5.67 1.260 1 
3.55 1.236 
1.38: 
1.3:31 
Sore: T'alue of Charactenstic: I=Ko value, 2 ~ 1 . 0 ~  ,due, 3=Sorne vdue, 4=High value, 5=Terp hgh 
3,'s 
3.73 
3.72 
To determine where there are gaps in the lex-el of importance and actual practices in 
school foodsenlce manager johs, the respondents were asked to ex.aluate 20 employment 
characteristics' level of importance and the actual experience that the respondents had with each 
of the job characteristics. It was determined that there are large gaps between these 
characteristics in 17 out of 20 situations. The most important job charactcrisdcs as rated by 
respondents u7ere renrement plan, health bcnefits for the manager, humane and caring approach 
1.341 
1.311 
1.583 
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to employees, and clear information on job tasks and responsibilities. These again may be a 
reflection of the average age of the respondents. The largest gaps were found between the 
importance and experience regarding humane and cadng approach to employees, hourly wage, 
ongoing training, and clear information on job tasks and responsibilities. There were no 
significant differences between the importance and experience with direct deposit of paycheck, 
flexible working hours, and company policies. This may be due to the fact that respondents were 
aware of these characteristics before starting their current jobs. 
Respondents were very positive in their responses to the questions regarding 
level of satisfaction with their current job as most of them responded that they were satisfied or 
very satisfied with their current job (76.3%). This followed that many of them would refer a 
friend or family member to a job in the school district (68.4%) and the majority of them would 
stay in their current job for the next six months (90.6%). This shows that the respondents 
surveyed were very positive about their job and would likely stay. 
When asked what job characteristics would attract them to another company, the largest 
response was better pay. In keeping with the desire for good benefits, better health benefits and 
better retirement plans were the next lughest characteristics that would attract the respondents to 
another company. This once again emphasizes the need for school foodservice organizations to 
ensure that their benefits packages are an outstanding component of the recruiting package. 
Conclusions 
One of the limitations of the current study was that it was done in one limited 
geographical area and therefore is not representative of a larger area. It was also performed with 
schools that were self-operating their school foodservice operation rather than contracting out or 
using a management company to run their foodservice operation. 
Future research could look at employees in school foodservice to determine if 
they rate job characteristics the same as the managers in the current study. This would help to 
guide the human resource practices in both managerial and employee ranks. Future research 
could also analyze self-operating school foodservice compared to foodservice in schools that 
were contracted out or operated by a management company. 
The current study adds to the literature regarding school foodservice managers 
and why they choose school foodservice jobs and what keeps them in those jobs. This 
information can help to create human resource practices to allow school districts to more 
effectively and efficiently recruit managers. Tbe current study also found that there were gaps in 
importance and experience with 17 of 20 job characteristics. This could be a reason for some of 
the turnover in management and could be an area that organizations could focus on in order to 
close the gaps and ensure that good managers are retained 
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Agency Costs, Bankruptcy Costs and the Use of Debt 
in Multinational Restaurant Firms 
By -4mn Upneja and  Michael C. Dalbor 
The purpose of thispaper i~ to under,-land whether mnuitinationai n ~ ' f a ~ ~ r i ~ n t , f i s  lM,\XFS) have 
higherageng and expected banknlpf!] ,.ofti. Giuen t b i ~  e.\?eciation, fh~.i n19 have av impazf on ihe amount nf 
dvbt inlxrnd 5 ;2LVRFi Oueraii. thefinding UP Lonsistenr with the tlwsting literaturt in terms cfthepo.ii/ive 
 lat ti on ship beiween M.2W:r and agenq, and bunknlpty lasts. However, ii wa.i,+knd that MTTTRFI ah-o have 
mart toial debt. This i.r a rirprising rtsuiigiuen the b@rr ,ujeny atid bankruptil. cosi~. The importance ofthis 
rtseanh is that thert maq. be consideration.i other than agng and banknqtg ~,osts aftcling thr. capila/stnrctun 
Iiision $ A t W  >. 
Introduction 
The purpose of this paper 1s to assess the relationship between agency costs, b a n h p t c y  
costs and the use of debt in multinational restaurant fums (XINRF's). The underl!lng tradeoff is 
between the benefits of international diversification against the expecred increases in agency and 
bankruptcy costs from the use of debt. 
This research represenrs a continuation of work done regarding capital structure. 
Capital structure has been actively researched in the field of hnance since the seminal work of 
Modigliani and Mtller (1938). More recendl-, a stream of research has begun in the field of 
hospithty (Sheel, 1994; Kim, 1997; Dalbor and Upneja, 2004). However, much of the 
hospitality Lterature in this area has focused primarily on domestic firms or has paid r e n  little 
attention to the multinational aspects of companies. International revenues are becoming more 
important to the industry. McDonald's, for example, is a component of the Dow- Jones 
Industrial Average and is one of the most well-known hospitality fums. In 2004, it derived more 
than 65 percent of its total revenues from outside of the United States. ;\ccordingIy, the 
significance of this research is that it extends an understandng of the factors that influence the 
capital structure decision of hfNRF's. 
One of the motivations for this research is to continue to investigate the lmk between 
diversification benefits for multinational fums and capital structure. One theoq is that 
multinational Grms invest in countries that are negatively correlated with the Cnited States, 
initially lowering their risk. This subsequently alloms them to take on more debt. This 
diversification benefit was confumed by early research conducted by Hughes, Logue and 
SweeneJ- (1975). However, Reeb, Kurok and Baek (1998) find that multinational firms have 
more risk. This may be from an increase in sysrematic risk due to extra cschange rate risk as 
suggested by Bartov, Bodnar and Kaul (1996). In terms of capital stmcture, Lee and Kwok 
(1988) find chat multinational f m s  use less debt than theit domestic counterparts. One reason 
for investigating the capital structure of hfNRF's is to assess whether the benefits of 
dmersification outweigh the extra agency monitoring costs in a multinational ern.ironrnent. 
hfultinational f m s  grow in different ways. hIany indusmal f m s  will build and own 
facilities overseas. This is not always the case for restaurants. As an example. Yum Corporation 
is the largest hmRF with about two-thirds of its stores operated by franchsees. Moreover, this 
does not mean chat Yum does not bear the same type of risk a company owned manufacturer. 
For example, at the end of 2004 Yum Corporation aa s  contingentl!. liable for lease payments 
totaling $365 million. Addtionall!-, the company provided guarantees on loan pools to 
franchisees of $16 million and various lettrrs of credit totaling $21 million during this same 
period (Yum Corporation, p. 70). Thus. drect ownership is not a nccessa? condtion to bear 
the risks of international expansion. 
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An important consideration in this type of research is the dehition of a MNRF. There 
is no single dehition of a multinational firm that is recognized within the f i n a n d  literature. 
Differing variables such as the nationality of management, the number of different counmes in 
which h s  do business and sales or profits have been used. When attempting to use either 
sales or profits, sales are generally considered superior because of the smaller likelihood of 
eamhgs manipulation. 
Lee and Kwok (1988) address this issue by using the foreign tax ratio, or the percentage 
of total taxes paid to foreign governments. In their research, Lee and Kwok used a wide variety 
of firms to increase their sample size. Here, the research is limited to one pamcular industry, the 
use of the foreign tax ratio severely limits the sample size available for analysis. In addition, 
there is a possibiity of manipulation of the foreign tax ratio through use of transfer pricing and 
other accounting techniques. Finally, we had to determine a cut-off point for foreign revenue as 
a percentage of total revenue, to dassify the firm as foreign or not. Again there was no uniform 
number used in the literature. Therefore, this study was begun using an arbitrary number (10%) 
and said that if the firm has to derive at least ten percent or more ofits revenue from Foreign 
sources it would be classified as a MNRF. Use of different levels of threshold amounts does not 
m a t e d y  change the results. 
The capital stmcture of multinational firms is a relatively recent endeavor for capital 
structure researchers. The common capital structure model according to Megginson (1997) is 
shown: 
VL = Vu + Tax Shield - Expected Bankruptcy Costs - Agency Costs 
Where VL is the value of the levered firm and Vu is the value of the unlevered firm. As 
shown in the equation, the value of the firm is increased by the present value of the tax shield of 
the deductibility of interest payments and decreased by expected bankruptcy and agency costs. 
We hypothesize that differences in expected bankruptcy costs and agency costs will have 
an impact on the capital structure of MNRF's. Specifically, firms with higher costs are less likely 
to have debt in their capital structures. O w  research finds that MNRF's have hgher agency 
costs, but bankruptcy costs are indeterminate. The overall effect in o w  research is that there is a 
positive relationship between MNRF's and total debt despite the increased agency costs. 
Agency Costs, Bankruptcy Costs and Internationalization 
Agency costs associated with debt 
Research conducted by Myers (1977) hypothesizes that capital structure choice is related 
to the agency costs of debt. Myers argues that firms ha7.e real options whose value is dependent 
upon further discretionary investments. Examples of these investments include advertising and 
research and development costs. If bondholders have a contract that matures after the 
expiration of a real option, the benefits will accrue primarily to the bondholders. Myers refers 
this as the underinvestment problem; where shareholders pass up projects with positive net 
present values. 
Bondholders, aware of this potential problem, take all of this into consideration. 
Therefore, because of this underinvestment risk to the shareholders, bondholders will pay less 
for the debt securities of the firm. This reduction in purchase price, paid by the bondholders, 
represents an agency cost to the firm. The more a firm spends on research and advertising costs, 
the higher the agency costs and the potential for underinvestment by the firm. These costs have 
been used in previous research as proxies for agency costs by Lee and Kwok (1988) and Bradley, 
Jarrel and Kim (1984). 
Another agency cost to the firm is the substitution problem hypothesized by Jensen and 
Meckling (1976). The owners of the firm will have an incentive to engage in risky project that 
transfers wealth from bondholders to the shareholders. Speaficdy, the upside potential of the 
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project accrues to the shareholders while an!- downside loss is borne more by the bondholders 
than the shareholders. There are two h'pes of agency costs associated with t h s  problem. The 
frst cost is the reduction in price paid for the firm's bonds by bondholders (simidar to the 
underinvestment prohiem). Secondly, because of the potential for a substitution problem, 
bondholders nill most likely require bond covenants and monitoring of fum activities. These 
activities represent real costs to the h .  Thus, the low-er price paid for the bonds along with the 
costs of bond covenants are all considered agency costs of debt. 
The agency costs of debt can have a particular effect on the capital suucture ofhNRF's  
as hypothesized by Kwok and Reeb (2000). They ar-pe that given the wider diversity of hINRF 
operations, it takes greater effort to monitor the actions of a multinational firm. Therefore, this 
would dscourage the use of deht. r\dditionally, the authors argue that that hlNRF's have more 
real options, thereby bondholders are less &g to pay the price for debt. Both of these points 
support the notion that a MNRF would have less debt in its capital strucnue than a DRF. 
Agency costs and the use of debt in hospitality firms 
Capital structure research in hospitality is an emerging field. Sheel (1994) examines the 
potential determinants of debt use by hotel and manufacturing firms. f i s  research only includes 
domestic 6rms and excludes restaurants. Gu (1995/96) attempts to test the pecking-order 
theory of financing by using a sample of domestic lodging and m a n u f a c n ~ ~ g  h s .  Upneja and 
Dalbor (2001) and Dalbor and Upneja (2002) examine the use of debt by domestic restaurant 
firms and Gnd key determinants to be f m  sue, age and fum risk (positive) and growth 
opportunities (negative). Debt is used by larger and older f m s  as an effective monitoring agent 
to help reduce the agency costs associated with potential empire buildmy by management. On  
the other hand, restaurant h s  ulth large growth opportunities may choose less debt because of 
the peckng order as detined by Myers (2001). 
Further research by Dalbor and Upneja (2004) hnd a positive relationship between 
growth opportunities and total debr for domestic lodging h s .  This is mfferent from restaurant 
f m s  as growth opportunities for lodgng h s  can involve expansions, renovations or 
acquisitions that have tangible value for lenden even in the case of Gnancial distress. Overall, 
whde there has been capital structure research in the hospitality, none has covered or focused on 
the behavior of multinational restaurant h s .  Also, the results of previous studies indicate the 
hospitahty i ndusq  may not he homogeneous in terms of capital strucrure choice. 
Bankruptcy costs and debt 
The relationship between the use of hnancial leverage and potential bankruptcy costs 
has been ambiguous in the hterature. The first theory is parallel to using international 
investments to reduce the variance in a portfolio. I s  discussed by Shapito (1978), a company 
developing overseas operations can reduce the rolatility of expected cash flows, subsequently 
reducing the hkehhood of h a n h p t c y  and its associated costs. .iccordingl!., a MNRF should use 
more debt. 
Kwok and Reeb (1998) develop an extension of the international &versification 
hpothesis. The!- argue for an "upstream/downsneam" effect where less developed countries 
represent increased risk, leading to the use of less deht by the intemadonal h .  On the other 
hand, expansion into a relatively dex-eloped country represents less risk, and \x-ould therefore lead 
to the use of more debt. Therefore, the use of debt is dependent upon the condition of the 
country into \\.hich operations are being expanded. 
Another approach is taken by Khambata and Reeb (2000). A h m R F  has operations in a 
variety of international locations, subject ro a large variety of legal jurisdictions. \ \Me holding 
bankruptcy costs constant, the hrterogenciq of lenders' rules and regulations increases the costs 
of potential bankruptq. Therefore, the authors argue that this would lead to a MNRF to use 
less deht in the capital smlcrure. 
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There seems to be a consensus in the recent capital structure literature regarding 
internationalization and agency costs. Higher agency costs are assodated with 
internationalization and therefore those firms should use less debt. But, there seems to he no 
consensus on the effect of bankruptcy costs and debt in the multinational firm. Because of the 
conflict between the diversification and upstream-downsaeam hypotheses, there is no a priori 
expectation of a relationship between the use of debt and bankruptcy costs. 
Empirical evidence from Lee and Kwok (1988) indicates that multinational firms do 
have lugher agency costs than domestic firms. In terms of bankruptcy costs, the authors find 
that multinational firms do not have lower bankruptcy costs than domestic firms after 
controlling for firm size. Size is accounted for in their research by grouping the firms by amount 
of assets and placing each firm in one of seven categories. 
The authon also tested the multinational and domestic firms for debt ratios and found 
that domestic h s  have k h e r  debt ratios. However, this was not true for all industries. 
Domestic industries with lower debt ratios indude mining, textile, publishing and primary metals. 
Moreover, the authors did not examine any hospitality firms such as hotels or restaurants. 
Upneja and Dalbor (2001) examine the use of debt and expected bankruptcy costs for 
domestic restaurant firms. While they find a positive relationship between firm risk and debt 
use, this merely confirms the pecking order theory of Myers (1977) rather than address the 
lugher potential bankruptcy costs for restaurant firms, whether they are DRF's or MNRF's. 
While bankruptaes and their associated costs are lugh for small private domestic restaurant 
firms, it remains an empirical question for publicly traded MNRF's. 
Measurement of agency costs and expected bankruptcy costs 
As previously discussed, a MNRF would be expected to have lugher agency costs. 
Myers (1977) argues that research and development expenditures and advemsing expenditures 
create Future opportunities for the firm that may or may not be utilized. Accordingly, the greater 
the amount of expenditures, the greater the potential for underinvestment by the owners and 
thus, lugher agency costs. 
Lee and Kwok (1988) use the percentage of sales represented by advemsing and 
research and development costs as proxies for agency costs. This had also been used in other 
studies including Bradley, Jarrel and Kim (1984). We use a similar measure, although we do not 
expect a large amount of research and development expenditures in our sample. 
As argued by Lee and Kwok (1988), bankruptcy costs can generally be expected to 
remain constant. Therefore, expected bankruptcy costs are largely a factor of the probability of 
bankruptcy. Although Lee and Kwok use the variability of cash flows as a measure of this, we 
have decided to use Ohlson's Revised O Score as used by Dalbor and Upneja (2002). This score 
makes use of number of key ratios to effectively predict bankruptcy and has been used in other 
hospitality capital structure research (Upneja and Dalbor, 1999). 
Hypotheses to be tested 
Based on the established theory, we propose two alternative hypotheses: 
HI: There is a positive relationship between agency costs and MNRF's. 
HZ: There is a positive relationship between bankruptcy costs and MNRF's. 
If the tirst hypothesis were correct, then this would appear to indicate that MNRF's 
would use less debt. On the other hand, if MNRF's have lower expected bankruptcy costs, this 
would indicate that they would use more debt. Since these two elements are in contradiction, it 
is uncertain which factor has greater influence on the overall debt in the capital structure of the 
firms in the sample. Accordingly, we propose a third altemative hypothesis to assess the 
relationship between total debt and MNRF's. 
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H3: There is a negative relationshp between total debt and IvINRF's 
We were prepared, ~n fact, that the results could indcate an opposlte effect dependmg 
on the balance of agency costs of debt and expected b a n h p t c )  coqts. 
Methodology - Data sample 
The sample ofrestaurant € i s  is from the COhlPCSTAIT database for the years 1980 
through 2004. \Ye excluded from our analysis f m s  that did not have data for d ~ e  ntire period. 
However, d ~ e  exclusion was selective, based on the regression model. Only those f m s  were 
excluded for each model that did not have the required data for that model. For example, the 
variables required in the first regression are agency costs, size, and an indicator variable for 
multinational character of the f m .  Note that the Ohlson's revised 0-score is used on17 in the 
second regression model, therefore obsen-ations were not excluded if they d d  not have the 
required information to calculate the Ohlson's 0-score. Therefore, the exclusion for the first 
model was based onlj- on the three variables required for the first model. In the second model, 
we excluded based on the requirements of the second model. The number of obsen.ations for 
each model varied from 38 to 90. Summa? statistics of the data are provided in Table 1 and a 
correlation matrix is shown in Table 2. 
Table 1: Summary statistics for the variables used in the regression analysis. 
SIZE 101 2.000 1.420 0 4 
XKRF 101 0.406 0.491 0 1 
The table lists the descriptive statistics for the dependent and independent variables used in the 
regression analyses 
Terms used: 
AC: agency costs of the Grm represented by the ratio of advertising and research and 
development costs to total sales. 
DR: total debt ratio and is defined as the total debt of the &I (both long and short 
term) dvided b>- total assets. 
OR: Oldson's revised 0 score, a mcasure between 0 and I inlcating die probabhty of 
bankruptcy (1 is the highest probabilin-). 
SIZE: categorical rariablc with the frms divided into five categories based upon the 
log of the number of total assets. 1 is the largest firm while 5 is the smallest fum. 
hlNRF: an inlcator variable where 1 is a multinauonal restaurant frm. 
Because the number of obsen-ations varied between the three models, the correlation 
ma& is shown in three panels in table 2. Each panel corresponds to each of the three 
regression models. 
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Table 2: Correlation Matrix by Regression Models* 
Panel A: Correlation matrix for first re esslon model AC = Size + MNW 
Variable 
0.13 
MNRF 
Panel B: Co ize + MNRF 
Panel C: C 
*Because there were different numbers of observations in each model 
resulting in different values for correlations between the same variables, we 
deaded to show the correlation ma& separately for each model. 
Terms used: 
AC: agency costs of the h represented by the ratio of advertising and research and 
development costs to total sales. 
DR: total debt ratio and is defined as the total debt of the h (both long and short 
term) divided by total assets. 
OR: Ohlson's revised 0 score, a measure between 0 and 1 indicating the probability of 
bankruptcy (I is the hghest probability). 
SIZE: categorical variable with the fums divided into five categories based upon the 
log of the number of total assets. 1 is the largest h while 5 is the smallest h. 
MNRF: an indicator variable where 1 is a multinational restaurant firm. 
Methodology - linear models 
Our methodology uses general linear models to invesdgate the relationship between 
agency costs, expected bankn~ptcy costs and debt ratios and MNRF's. We considered a h that 
has more than 10 percent of its sales From international sources to be a MNRF. Additionally, to 
alleviate any size bias, we placed the h s  into 5 different categories based upon the number of 
assets under thek control. The largest h was a 1 and the smallest is given a 5.  This is 
consistent with Lee and Kwok (1988). Accordingly, the three linear models are as follows: 
A C = a , , + a l S I Z E + a 2 M N R F +  e i .  
O O R = a o + a l S I Z E + a z M N R F +  ~ i .  
D R = a , , + a l S I Z E + a z M N R F +  e i .  
Where: 
AC = the ratio of advertising and r&d expenditures to total sales 
OOR = Revised Ohlson's 0 score, a predictor of banhptcy and an indicator of expected 
bankruptcy costs 
DR= the ratio of total debt to total assets 
SIZE = indicator variable based upon total assets 
MNRF = variable indicating if the iirm is multinational 
q = the error terms of the model. 
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Results 
The regression results are- shown in Table 3. Thc table reports rrgression results for the 
three regresslon models. 
Table 3: Regression Analysis Results 
1 I Dependent I 1 1 1 ( .idj.R2 I 
I Repession I ~ariablr I Intercept I SIZE I hLKRF I F* ("d, 
1 I AC 1 0.03 I -11.01 I 0.03 1 1.'3* 1 6.88 
Terms used: 
AC: agency costs of the firm represented by the ratio of advertising and research 
and development costs to total sales. 
DR: total debt ratio and is detined as the total debt of the firm (both long and short 
term) dmided by total assets. 
OR: Ohlson's revised O score, a measure between 0 and I indtcating the 
probabdiq of b a n h p t q  (1 is the hlghest pr t~babih~) .  
SIZE: categorical rariable with the Grms divided into five categories based upon 
the log of the number of total assets. 1 is the largest firm while 5 is the 
smallest t i i .  
M N W  an indicator rariable where 1 is a multinational restaurant f im. 
2 
3 
The f is t  regression shows the results with agent!- costs as the dependent variable. r\fter 
taking into consideration the size of  the f i r ,  there is a sipticant and positive rrladonshp 
between hINRF's and agency costs. This result c o n f i s  previous research with other f m s .  
indicating that more costs have to be iticurred to reduce the information as!.mmem regardmg 
the firm as it expands mternationall~. 
The second regression sho\\~s the rrlationship between hliVRF's and espected 
bankruptcy costs as operationalized by the revised Ohlson's 0 Score variable. The predicted 
sign of the MNRF variable was indeterminate a prioi because of tbc relative importance of 
exactly where a firm was going to expand overseas. But after taking size into consideration, the 
result supports the notion that risky f i s  take on more debt ox-eraU as found by Dalbor and 
Upneja (2004) for domestic restaurant firms. 
* Significant at p < .05. 
OOR 
DR 
The final regression shou~s the relationslup brtween La'RF's and total debt. Given tlre 
higher agency and b a n h p t ~  costs shown in the f is t  two regressions, we espected to find a 
negative relationshp between hCNRF's and total debt. Insrcad, we find a significant and positive 
relationslup between hfNRF's and total debt. 
This unexpected result could be for a number of reasons: 
(5.55)- 
0.38 
(8.86)-' 
0.55 
(12.97)'- 
The MNRF's ma>- be more "mature" than cxzecred. thus they may have less growth 
opportunities and accordmg to hlyers' (1977) pecking order theor). of financing, 
would use more debt. 
We have used total debt as a dependent variable, which could include a substanaal 
amount of short-term debt, u,lnch is easier to re-tinance. 
( - I  0') 
. 1 6  
( - j l l ) . '  
0.05 
(~1.99). 
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MNRF's may have more locations that are actually owned instead of leased. Real 
estate ownership would seem to imply greater use of debt that is secured by valuable 
tangible assets such as land and building. 
It should be noted that we ran other regression models using different measures for total 
debt. We ran a regression with total current liabilities as the dependent variable and another 
model with long-term debt as the dependent variable. Both regressions indicated a significant 
and positive relationship with MNRF's and the measure of debt continning the results of our 
otiginal model. 
Conclusions and Implications for Further Research 
This research examines the relationship between agency costs and expected bankruptcy 
costs and MNRF's. Our 6rst result supports the existing literature that states that these types of 
firms should incur higher agency costs. Our bankruptcy cost model has borderhe significance, 
but the sign of this coeffiaent was indeterminate because of the dependence upon the location 
of foreign expansion. Additionally, we find that MNRF's use more total deb\ a result that was 
unexpected. 
The results generated by this research warrant further investigation. Overall, operational 
characteristics of MNRF's should be examined in greater detail to understand the similarities and 
differences as compared to domestic fums. Additionally, agency costs in general, and for the 
restaurant industty in particular, need to be better dehned. Moreover, more research should be 
conducted as to the appropriate definition of a multinational restaurant firm. There is no current 
consensus on this issue an4 unfortunately, a consensus may not be forthcoming anytime soon. 
The research hghl~ghts the very fluid siruation confronting research into mu&-national 
activities. Firms are s d  experimenting with investment structures and there are still surprises 
when doing research in this area. 
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Appendix 
The revised 0-score (probability) of bankruptcy is calculated in the following manner: 
First, we calculate the numerical value of the probability of bankruptcy. The second step is 
to calculate the 0-score that represents the probability of bankruptcy. 
The revised 0-Score ranges from 0 (exaemely low probability of bankruptcy) to 1 (indicutinz a 
iW%pmbabi/io a/bankmptg). The procedure for calculating the revised 0-score is based on the 
equation below. 
Revised 0 Score = 1/(1 + e~N9 
An explanation of the variables is shown below. 
About the Authors: Anu~ Upneja, Ph.D., is an Associate Professor at The Pennsylvania 
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Global Pricing Strategy for a Quick-Service 
Restaurant Chain 
Br David C. Bojaluc 
The purpose ofthirpaper is to compare primfir a popuiur qui~k-.iervrir estaurant chain (it., 
McDonaidh amiss countries thmugbou! /he worid using the 'B& Mac Indt.x')ubli~hed bJ 'TAP Economist. " 
The index was oniiriuhj dewdoped to meusun the vaii~irtion of'2nternationai iuweniies a<ainst the C: S. doliar. 
The anabis in this studq examines the nlationsh$- brt~ueen the pnir o/a B& hlai and other wariablet such as 
the cost ojbee$price ehsti~ig, and inmme. Fi~iab,  these nlatia~~.r/i@.i a n  reviewed to draw infirences ~ancerning 
the use o/demand, ~,osts, and competitioti in seltingpnl.es. 
Introduction 
People continue to purchase meals away from home at an increasing rate. including 
d h h g  in restaurants, ordering delivery or caqou t ,  and using dnve-thru sen-ices. The Census of 
Retail Trade published by the U.S. Census Bureau estimates the 2003 sales for food senrice and 
drinking places at $396.6 billion, up from $203.4 b&on in 1992. Quick-sen-ice restaurants are a 
major benehctor of this trend, but "fast casual" restaurants and other full-senlce concepts are 
cashing in as well. People around the globe hare more discretiona~ income and less t h e  
because of the growing number of demands on them in the form of work, social life, and family 
activities. 
Tberc are many restaurants and other food senice Gmls that have expanded globally in 
an attempt to take advantage of t h s  trend and to realize increased growth in sales and revenues. 
One of the prerequisites for competing in the international arena is the a b i l i ~  to adapt the firm's 
marketing program to fit the local customs and economic condtions. .% restaurant's menu must 
include items that appeal to the local popuhtions and present them in a fashlon that adheres to 
local tastes for ambience and atmosphere in a convenient location. The restaurant chain should 
also be able to reach its target markets through specific promo ti or^ vehicles that limit wasted 
coverage. Finally, the price point for the menu items should be consistent with the competition 
in that product class and the standard of liring in that geogaphic location. 
The purpose of this shldy is to examine the global pricing s t ra tes  for a fast food 
restaurant chain (i.e., McDonald's). The "Big hlac Index" published by TheEmnomist uses the 
prices for a popular sandwich as a "basket" of goods and senices to measure purchasing power 
parity (PPP) after converting the prices to U. S. dollars. The relationships between price and 
various economic variables are exanuned to determine the degree to whch the variables are 
related. In addition, the influence of the standard of living in the countq (e.g., level of 
development and income) on price and the other economic rariables is ex-aluated. Finally, the 
results of the analysis are used to make inferences regardmg the restaurant chain's use of 
information on demand, costs. and competition in setting its prices in various countries. 
Literature Review 
First, it is important to exanine the general pricing strategies and tactics used in all 
indusuies, and how they are applied on a global basis. Kotler (2007) proposes a dedsion-making 
framework for pricing decisions consisting of six stages: 
(1) selecting the pricing objective, 
(2) determining demand, 
(3) estimating costs, 
(4) estimating competitors' costs, prices, and offers, 
(3) selecting a pricing method, and 
(6) selecting the final price. 
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This approach recognizes that prices should be based on demand, costs, and 
competition rather than focuses on one's orientation. The decision maker must select among the 
altemative outcomes and implement the strategy. Implementing a pricing strategy is relatively 
easy, but pricing is a complex function. 
Reviews in the marketing literature on pricing normally cover price promotion decisions, 
behavioral aspects of pricing, and the role of price in the marketing mix @o, 1984). One of the 
pricing strategies that is particularly relevant for global pricing is geographic pricing (Tellis, 1986). 
Geographic pricing is used when consumers have special transaction costs and the objective of 
the firm is to exploit its competitive position. The other characteristics are geographically 
distinct markets. h h e r  costs in adiacent markets. and economies of scale or unused ca~acim. 
. " 
The main objective for geographic pricing is to minimize the difference between markets by 
s h h g ,  or absorb&, the costs between them. This strategy allows firms to adapt their prices to 
- - -. 
the living standards in various counmes where they compete. 
Restaurant Pricine Saategies 
D D 
The three common approaches for setting price are cost-based, demand-based, and 
competitive-based. Often, firms use a combiiation of these various approaches because it is 
. - 
possible to overlook important factors that d have a negative impact on revenues and profits. 
For example, a cost-based strategy could underestimate the potential demand for a product 
resulting in unrealized consumer surplus. One group of researchers examined this phenomenon 
using an experimental design at a medium-priced family restaurant (Kiefer, Kelly and Burdett, 
1994; Kelly, Kiefer and Burdett, 1994.) Price and quantity demanded were compared for a fried 
fish haddock dinner over four weekends. There were four levels of price that were varied over 
the four weekends, and the original price (lowest level) was based on the cost of the ingredients 
with a desired markup. The demand was found to be inelastic over the price range used in the 
experiment which indicates that there was more flexibility in price than was originally thought. 
Another, more recent study, examined the perceived fairness of the demand-based 
approach to pricing in restaurants. The authors (Kunes and W h ,  2002) conducted a survey of 
guests at a college hotel to obtain their fairness perceptions for some less common demand- 
based strategies that could be employed by restaurants. The main premise was that restaurants 
could use revenue management models that are similar to those used by hotels. There were five 
scenarios explaining five demand-based strategies: 1) lunch vs. dinner, 2) weekday vs. weekend, 
3) he-of-day, 4) coupon (two for the price of one), and 5)  table location. There were two 
versions of the survey; one using a price discount and the other using a price surcharge. The 
findings of the study indicated that price expressed as a discount was typically viewed as more 
fair than a surcharge; the two-For-one coupon, the time-of-day, and lunch vs. dinner were the 
most readily accepted strategies. 
The cost-based approach to pricing was also studied using a simulation based on the 
actual data for 18 restaurants in a fast food chain in the Southeastern United States (Robbins and 
Haas, 1981). The restaurants were divided into six strata based on the mean sales volume for 
groups of three and the finanaal and operational data were used to create a simulation using 
alternative cost/volume conditions. The results indicated that successful attempts at increasing 
purchase size provide substantially more revenue. In addition, profits were hlghly sensitive to 
fixed costs, as well as variable costs such as labor costs and food costs. Finally, it was concluded 
that it is parricularly important for smaller restaurants to improve efficienaes in these areas in 
order to sumive. Aaronson (2001) investigated the impact of increases in minimum wage on 
restaurant prices in the U ~ t e d  States and Canada using an overall restaurant price index as well 
as prices for speafic menu items at three fast food chains (Aaronson, 2001). The author 
concluded that restaurant prices tend to rise with increases in the minimum wage and that the 
restaurants' responses to wage increases tend to take place in the quarter surrounding the date of 
the wage changes. 
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Environmental Influences on Restaurant Prices 
The demand for restaurant services can he difticult to understand. For example, why do 
restaurants with excess demand maintain theit prices rather than increase prices and reahze a 
higher level of protit? Becker (1991) pondered this question and decided to examine the 
relationship between demand and supply for restaurants. The analysis was theoretical and 
focused on the equdibrium price and its instabih~.  The author posited that the demand for a 
popi~lar estaurant can shift quickly and an "in" restaurant can become "out" in an instant. In 
fact, it is the author's contention that it is much easicr to mo>-e from "in" to "out" than from 
"out" "in," The main reason for the instabilin is the social influence on demand (i.e., the 
restaurant's exclusivi5-) Therefore, the restaurant owner should determine the degree of social 
influence when determining their restaurant's pricing strategy. 
Other environmental variables such as income and ethnic background in various 
geographic locations have been researched in relation to pricing by fast food restaurants. Card 
and lirueger (1994) conducted an analysis of 400 fast food restaurants in New Jersey and 
P e n n s y l ~ ~ a ~ a  to determine whether prices varied by geographic area. G r a d d ~  (1997) investigated 
the link between income, race, and geographic price differences for fast food menu items. The 
author used the price data from the Card and Krueger (1994) stud>- and matched it with income 
and race data from the 1990 census report. The rcsults indicated that there is a relationshp 
between ptices and the percentage of blacks living in a zip code area. ex-en when income and cost 
differences (e.g.. wages) are taken into account. Prices increased about j ? /o  for a jO?b  increase in 
the proportion of blacks. 
This is consistent ai th the fu~dmgs in od~e r  studies that wages in -%tlanta fast food 
restaurants were negatively correlated with the percentage of  white customers, and that prices 
were hgher for groceries tn areas with a greater proportion of black residents (Inlanfeldt and 
Young, 1994; Sexton. 1971). There is also evidence that employee wages at fast food restaurants 
differ accordmg to ownership ( h e g e r ,  1991). It was determined that low-level managers and 
crew workers a t  company-owned units had &her u.ages than their counterparts at franchised 
units. Ths difference was even more pronounced when benefits were considered. One possible 
explanation is the incentive for franchise owners to closely m o ~ t o r  expmses, including wages, in 
an effort to maximize the return on their inrestment. This 1s meaningful in the international 
arena because most of the units are franchsed to owners, or ownership groups, that are citizens 
of the country. Therefore. the owners should closely monitor wages and keep them in line with 
living standards in the countr-. 
Global Pricing Issues 
It is clear that there are differences in prices for fast food restaurants in the United 
States based on location. Further, these differences can be attributed to $,actors such as income, 
race, costs of operation, and level of compeduon. Therefore, prices mil l  rq by country due to 
the rariations in income and cost of living. I<ou.ever, there have been some problems associated 
with the measurement and comparison of the cost of lix-ing across countries (Ruff andlackson. 
1974). Some of the issues include the determination of the patterns of consumption (eg., the 
basket of goods and sen~ices used for compulson), setting weights and prices for the goods and 
senrices in the basket, and monetary and fiscal adjustments for things k e  taxes and inflation. In 
addition, Dowrick and Quiggin (1994) caution about using G D P  per capita or the United 
Nations International Comparison Project data based on purchasing power parity (PPP) without 
accounting for the country's level of development. 
The purchasing power parity (PPPj proposidot~ suggests that price levels across 
countries should be equal after conrerting them to a common currency using exchange rates 
(Balassa, 1961; Cassel, 1921). In other words, a dollar should buy the same amount of goods 
and services in aU counuies. Rogoff (1996) examines the impact of the short-term volatihtl. of 
exchange rates on PPP and concludes &at international markers are more segmented than 
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domestic markets with large trading frictions across a broad range of goods. These frictions are 
in the form of changes in monetary and fiscal policy (e.g., taxes and government spendin9) and 
changes in the costs of capital and labor. This would suggest that PPP is a good barometer for 
long-term exchange rates, but not very accurate in the sbott-run. Fullerton and Coronado (2001) 
used the prices for identical menu items in restaurant chains operating in Texas and across the 
border in Mexico to test the "law of one price." Their tests indicated that the Peso value 
differed from the exchange rate implied by the restaurant price ratios. 
The Economist developed a Big Mac Index based on the theory of purchasing power 
parity. The "basket" is a McDonald's Big Mac, which is produced in about 120 counmes with a 
similar recipe. The Big Mac PPP is the exchange rate that would mean hamburgers cost the same 
in America as abroad, and comparing actual exchange rates with PPPs indicates whether a 
currency is under- or overvalued. The issue surrounding the Big Mac Index is whether its 
"basket" of goods and services (i.e., the Big Mac sandwich) is appropriate for measuring 
purchasing power. Ong (1997) tested the "tradeability" of the Big Mac (and its components) to 
determine if it is the "perfect universal commodity." The results indicated that the index is fairly 
accurate in trackmg exchange rates over the long-term, which is consistent with other PPP 
instnunents. However, there were some large variations over the short-term as with other PPP 
insmunents. 
The variations could be due to social influences such as the "uniqueness" of fast food 
restaurants in a country, resulting in lower price elasticity and a hlgher price than expected. In 
other words, the concept of purchasing power parity assumes firms use the cost-oriented 
approach to pricing. It does not account for firms using demand-oriented pricing strategies such 
as prestige pricing or psychological pricing. Other possible factors that influence the Big Mac 
price across counmes in the shoa-run are the inclusion of value-added taxes in some counmes 
and/or differing profit margins based on the competitive environment (Miljkovic, 1999). Firms 
must take their competitive environment into account when determining pricing strategies, in 
addition to cost differences across counmes. 
Methodology 
The data for this study were obtained from a variety of secondary sources. The Big Mac 
price, exchange rate, implied PPP, and the valuation versus the U. S. dollar is from the Big Mac 
index published in the May, 2006 issue of The Economist that includes data for 58 counmes. Data 
for common economic variables like GDP per capita, consumer price index (CPI), level of 
income, and inflation rate were obtained through various government sources. The GDP per 
capita and inflation rate are from the 2006 World Factbook published by the Central Intelligence 
Agency (CIA) of the United States of America. The level of income is from the Living 
Standards Measurement Study of the World Bank. The CPI for each country is from the United 
States Department of Agriculture's Economic Research Service. 
In addidon to the common economic variables, some other price-related variables were 
obtained. The country per diem for meals and incidental expenses is from the U. S. Department 
of Defense Travel and Transportation Allowance Committee. The figure used in the study is a 
composite of the per diem rates for the cities on the list for each country, weighted toward the 
more popular cities where there are definitely McDonald's restaurants. The price of beef is from 
the International Labour Office's data on retail prices for round of beef. In some cases, a price 
for round of beef was not available and the price for stewing beef or beef with/without bone 
was used. Finally, the food expenditures and elasticities are from the United States Department 
of Agriculture (USDA) Economic Research Service. All of these figures were from the latest 
sources for 2005 and 2006 depenchg upon the type of data collection and reporting method 
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Results 
The first step in the analysis was to examine the intcrcorrelations among the price for a 
Big Mac and the economic variables (see Table 1). The highest level of correlations (.60 to .70j 
represents a srrong relationshp between price and the federal per diem for food (.602), the GDP 
per capita (.636), the food price elasticity (.634), and the food income elasticiv (-,641). The C.S. 
federal government's per diem for food by countq is closely aligned s l th  the price fnr the Big 
Mac in that country Both the price and per diem hare strong correlations with GDP per capita, 
wluch would suggest that bod1 could be pegged to the level of development and income in the 
country. The price elasticity sho\vs that as price increases. the price sensitivit) of the consumer 
increases as well. Conversely, the income clasticiv is inversely related to price. The counmes 
with higher prices have larger negative income elasticities, indcadng that consumers are less 
sensitive to food prices as income increases, and both types of elasticity measures are hlghly 
correlated with GDP per capita (r>..90). 
j (.072) 
GDP Per ,636 ,770 1 . ? I 2  .520 
Capita (.000) (.000) (.000) (.000) 
CPI I . I 9 4  ! -.204 ,211 ,181  
Table 1: Intercorrelations among Big Mac Price and Economic Variables 
L I I I 1 I I . 
The o n l ~  correlation between .40 and .60 is beef price (.469), u-hch is significant and 
considered somewhat strong. Inflation rate (--339) and the food percentage of consumers' total 
expendttures (-,384) are also si&mificantlY correlated with price. This suggest that counnit.~ for 
which food expenditures represent a large percentage of total espendttures and with hgher levels 
of inflation tend to have loxver prices. However, the correlations are below .40, whch is not 
considered pamcularly strong. The lowest correlation, and the only one that is not significant at 
the .05 level, is between the Big Mac price and the consumer price index (-,196). rVI of these 
hdings  are probably related to the lerel of del-elopmenr and income associated with the 
c o u n q .  
1 Elasuatr 
1 1 
(.198) (.067) ) (.170) ,002) 
lnfladon -339 -334 383 , 386  4 6 8  ,644 (.000) 
Rate (.009) (.000) (.010) (.004 ,000) 1 
Level of Income Analysis 
The next step in the analysis included separating countries into income categories based 
on Living Standards hleasurements provided by the \X'orld Bank. Middle income and htgh 
income were chosen as the groups for the correlation anal!.sis. A separate correlation analysis 
was performed on each of the two income groups (see Table 2). There are nvo significant 
correlations (at the .O5 level) with the Big hlac price for the nuddle income group: beef price 
(.596) and food income elasticin. (-483). S d a r l v ,  there Are o$ nvo sipt icant  correlations 
with the Big Mac price for the high income group: GDP per capita (.585) and meal pcr &em 
Per D~em 
Food price 
elasticity 
Food income 
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,767 
(.000) 
-.-a8 
Food 
'{a 
jooo) (oin) (Oatj ~ ( . a q  (000) 
,656 
(.000) 
,645 
(ooq 
I 
546 
i.000) 
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.93R 
f.000) 
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(007) 
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(.557). It is interesting that these four variables were all significant in the hrst step of the analysis 
for the entire sample. However, this analysis by level of income demonstrates that there are 
differences between the countries. 
Table 2: Intercorrelations by Country Level of Income 
Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine the significance of the differences 
between the means for the economic variables across three income levels (see Table 3). As 
expected GDP per capita was hqhest for the hgh income group (27,470), followed by the upper 
middle income group (11,572), and lowest for the lower middle income group (5,105). The 
Duncan mean separation test was used to examine the means and determine where there were 
significant differences. In this case, the means for all three groups were significantly different 
than one another. Also, the food income elasticity decreased from the lower middle income 
group (.670), to the upper middle income group (.583), and was the lowest for the hgh income 
group (.335). 
Table 3: Price and Economic Variables by Level of Income 
The hqh income group separated from the middle income groups for the rest of the 
economic variables. The high income group was significantly &her than the middle income 
groups for Big Mac price, beef price, and per diem. The high income group was significantly 
lower than the middle income groups for food percentage of total expenditures, CPI, inflation 
rate, and food price elasticity. Once again, the consumers in the hgh income level countdes 
have more disposable income (i.e., food is a lower percentage of their expenditures) and are less 
sensitive to price changes. 
Conclusions 
Pricing decisions are complex because of the multitude of factors in play in the 
marketplace. These decisions are particularly difficult in the global arena because there are 
additional factors such as taxes, the cost of capital, labor issues, and other government policies 
and regulations. The concept of purchasing power parity suggests that f 1 should buy the same 
amount of goods and services in all countries. However, the economics literature is dear that 
purchasing power parity is not achieved in the short-run, and that exchange rate conversions do 
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not result in "one price" for specific goods or services across countries. The major goal of  this 
paper was to determine whether other economic variables besides the exchange rate could help 
explain the variation in prices across countries. 
The price for Big hlacr did v a n  in accordance with the meal per &em set by the U.S. 
Department of  Defense Travel Alloxvance Committee. Thus would suggest that hlcDonald's sets 
the price based on the general economic condinone in a country and the overall lerel of prices 
based on demand and competition. Tlus is hirther supported b!- the significant correlation 
between the price of a Big Mac and the food price elasticiq- for the countn-. figher prices were 
found in countries with lower price elasticities, but there was a much weaker correlation between 
price and food as a percentage of total expendttures. This would suggest that food 
establishments take advantage of the strong economic en~ironrnent in developed countries with 
high incomes by using demand-oriented pricing and chargmg relatively k h e r  prices for food. 
Some of the other economic variables used in the analysis are related to the income level 
in the various countries. The correlation benveen price and GDP per capita is significant and 
relatively strong. The same is true for price and food income elasticity Countries with lugher 
prices tend to have lugh food income elasticities as well (i.e., the quantity of food demanded 
increased ulth level of incomej. The analysis by country lerel of income also showed supficant 
dfferences between high income countries and middle income countries for the Big Mac prices. 
Lower income counmes seem to use some form of cost-oriented pricing because the price varies 
with the cost of bee6 -Use, the relationslGp between price and food income elastidt~ is more 
relevant m the lou-er income counmes. People in lower income countries do not increase th& 
expenditures on food as quickly xhen income rises. This is probably because food expenditures 
already represent a relatirely large percentage of total expenditures. 
It is certainly evident from this study that hicDonald's uses a combination of pricing 
approaches and follows a pricing decision-mahng framework sirmlar to Kolter's sis step 
approach. The restaurant operators look at demand, cost. and competition in s e h g  h a 1  prices. 
The approach leans more tow-ard cost-oriented pricing in lower income countries and shifts 
more toward demand-oriented pricing in higher income countries. Consumers in lower income 
countries spend a larger percentage of their annual incomes on food and the!- are more sensitive 
to price. Food purchased away from home cannot cost much more than the food prepared at 
home. Conversely, consumers in higher income countries are less sensitive to price and look for 
a unique experience when purchasing food away from home. 
Limitations of the Study and Future Work 
The data used in this stud!- were obtained froxn secondan sources mostly compiled by 
national and international organizations. These organizations arc responsible for producing the 
statistics used in the study, but tlley are not tailored to meet the exact needs of the studr. For 
example, the food price and food income elasticities are for all forms of food, not just food 
purchased at restaurants, or an\- particular qTe of restaurant. -41~0, the &ing is suspect because 
the data are mostll- annual, but are not collected the same month as the prices and exchange 
rates. Future studies should incorporate a time series of prics data from individual restaurant 
units and observe the relationshps and changes ox-er an extended period of time. 
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Emotional Intelligence and Organizational 
Commitment Among Private Club Board and 
Committee Volunteer Leaders: A Pilot Study* 
By Ronald F. Cichv, Jaemin Cha, Seung H ~ u n  Kim and James R. Singerling 
Th;.-hiipiloi stud3 e.uplored the rdat/onship between emo:io,ia/ intrll&na and otpni~ational ~mmiiment 
amongpri~~ate club board and iommiilee uoiirxfecr memben-. The lop three items. ra~ked mean s~o~r i ,  o/each of 
thme E I  dimenrions - LV, OLT, and KEL4TIOASHIl'.!' nare b ~ w r e d .  A sampb 4 5 7  vohnteer fraders 
juriher was q i / /  into h&h El and /ow Elgroups, ba~ed on n.porndenb. 'overail EI mrajt~n scnre, Siatisti~ai 
differences betwren hlgh dnd iow E l g m u p  in t h e  a.prr%r ?f organ+tionu! iummitment - affective, contkons. 
a d  normative wmmitmeni- werepresented .4 t-tesi it..i/~li ,-bowed that the differena between hlgh and low E I  
groups in a f i ~ i i ~ r  mmmiiment amongpriiuie ~,lub volunteer ieariers war ifrr/isiica/' sign$canr a:p < .05. 
Introduction 
U n d  the late 1980s, the major focus of researchers was on cognitive intelhgence, when 
they examined human it~tclhgence. Researchers generally have found that this traditional 
measure of intekgence (IQ) only accounts for a small proportion of ranance in outcome 
variables (Hunter & Hunter, 1984: Stembrrg, 1997). Since the early 1990s, intelligence, howerer, 
has been expanded to incorporate experiences and expressions of emotions and feehngs - 
known as emotional intelhgeocc (EI). El  is generall!. defmed as a set of abilities or capabhties 
whereby an indwidual understands, regulates, uscs, and manages his or her emotions (Law, 
Wong, & Song, 2001). EI &st surfaced in 1920 as social intelhgcnce, defmed as an indiridual's 
ability to acr wisely in human relations (Thomdke, 1920). Sdovey and hfayer (1990) used the 
term of El  initially, and defined it as "die subset of social intelligence that involves the ability to 
monitor one's own and others' feehgs and emotions, to &scriminate among them and to use 
this information to guide one's t h l n h g  and actions" (p. 189). Goleman (1993) popularized the 
concept of El ria the book, . He 
claimed that EI is expected to contribute to eftectire performance at work as well as to success 
in personal life (1995; 1998). 
Cichy, Cha, and I<im (2007) recently developed a new El model, consisting of  IN, OUT, 
and REL4TIONSHIPS. They tested this EI model using various samples including leaders from 
the private club indusq ,  and rendmg and coffee sen-ices industries (Cichy, Geerdes, & Clia, 
2006; Cichy et a].. 2007; Cha, Cichy, & Kim, 2007; Cichy. Kim, 8: Cha, 2007; Cich~,  Kim, & 
Longstreth, 2006a; Cichy, Kim. & Longscreth, 2006b). The ret-ised three-factor structure of their 
EI model showed evidence of con,-ergent and discriminate r-ahdry. Cichy et al. (2007) suggested 
that the newly developed EI model can be a useful tool for application in real or'qnizational 
settings. 
Researchers tend to hold the ricw that El can be a c o n m b u ~ g  factor to influencing 
positive attitudes, behaviors and outcomes in workplace settings. Researchers acknowledge the 
need to further test empirically the effrct of EI on desired outcome variables. For one of these 
desired outcome variables, tlus present study explored the role of El in organizational 
commitment among volunteer leaders, such as committee and board members in private dubs. 
*Authors' note: This research was supported in part b! a grant from The Club Foundation. 
Ann Dore, a Master's shldenr in The School of Hospitalih Business at Michigan State Unix-ersity 
was a research assistant on this project. 
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Although a significant amount of research has focused on understanding antecedents of 
organizational commitment in business organizations, relatively little research addressed seeking 
antecedents relating to the organizational commitment among volunteer leaders. Cmently, few 
researchers have discussed organizational commitment among volunteer board members 
(Preston &Brown, 2004; Stephens, Dawley, &Stephens, 2004). 
Volunteer leaders, such as committee and board members, in private clubs are 
committed so deeply to their dub that they volunteer numerous hours each year without 
remuneration to ensure that theit. dub remains true to its mission (Cichy et al., 2006). Some 
private club volunteer leaders may serve as board and/or committee members, because they are 
attached to the dub emotionally and feel loyalty to their dub (known as "affective 
commitment"). Some private club board and committee members, on the other hand, may feel 
obhgated to serve in their volunteer roles (known as ''normative commitment"), while others 
may be committed to their dub as volunteer leaders simply because they believe it is necessary to 
make important social contacts (known as "continuance commitment") (Meyer & Allen, 1991). 
These are all possible explanations for private club volunteer leaders' psychological relationships 
with their dubs. Understanding the person's organizational commitment has implications for the 
deasion to condnue or discontinue membership in the organization (e.g., volunteer positions in 
the private club), according to the organizational commitment theory (Meyer, Men, & Smith, 
1993). 
Study objectives identified 
Previous studies have shown that personal characteristics are related to a person's 
organizational commitment This pilot study explored how EI is related to three components of 
organizational commitment - affective, continuance, and normative commitment - among 
private club volunteer leaders such as board and committee members. Due to the relatively small 
sample size, this study did not attempt to validate three dimensions of EI and organizational 
commitment using private club volunteer leaders. Rather, this pilot study examined differences 
between high EI and low EI groups, divided based on the respondents' median score, in the 
three components of organizational commitment. It was necessary to examine the effect of EI 
on each of three organizational commitment components separately, rather than summing the 
overall organizational commitment score, cecause researchers have been defining each 
commitment in different ways. 
Three dimensions of the EI model used in this study 
With the increased interests in the field of emotional intelligence @I) and different EI 
frameworks. various researchers have dwelo~ed their own EI models. EI frameworks develo~ed 
by Goleman (1995; 1998; 2000). Salovey and Mayer (1990) and Mayer and Salovey (1997), and 
Bar-On (1997; 2000) have conmbuted to the field of orpnkational behavior in understandina 
- 
differentdimensions of individual EI abilities. Mayer a id  Salovey (1997) classified the 
emotionally intelhgent person's skiUs in four areas: i den t i kg  emotions, using emotions, 
understanding emotions, and regulating emotions. Goleman's EI model consists of four general 
abilities: self-awareness, self-management, social awareness, and relationship management 
(Goleman, 1995; 1998). Bar-On (1997; 2000) later developed EQ-i consisting of 15 
competenaes in total, in five composite scales includmg intrapersonal interpersonal adaptabilitp, 
stress management, and general mood. Bar-On's E l  model is broader in scope than are the 
other models of EI developed by Salovey and Mayer (1990) and Goleman (1995). Bar-On 
(2000) claimed that his model is applicable to a wider range of settings such as clinical assessment 
and education settings, in addition to the workplace setting. Bar-On sought to develop a general 
measure of soaal and emotional intelligence predictive of emotional well-being and adaptation. 
Bar-On (2000,2006) referred to his framework as "emotional social intelligence PSI)," rather 
than refexing to his framework as either El or social intdgence. 
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Cichj- et al. (2007j obsenred that therc are several constructs from these esisting and 
popular E I  frame~vorks that overlap concep~all!-. .\nother critical issue, esplained by Lalv et al. 
(2003 and Schutte et al. (1998), is that some popular measures using esisting E l  scales are too 
extensive to administer in real organizational settings. For esample, the hlaycr-Salovey-Camso 
Emotional Intelligence Test (hlayer, Salorey, Camso, & Sitarenios, 3003), or MSCEIT, includes 
141 items; while the Bar-On Emotional Quotient Inventon Bar-On, 2000), or EQ-i, has 133 
items. The neu- model of EI developed by Cichy et al. 13007) u7as designed to identify a practical 
E l  assessment for real organizational settings. Their EI model consists of three dimensions: IN, 
OUT, and RELATIONSHIPS. This three-factor model has prox7en to be reliable and d i d .  
Their definitions are as follows: 
IN is the ability to sense, lead. and u&e one's own emotions. In short, IN is a 
combination of self-awareness and self-leadership. 
OUT is the ability to be au7are of, relate to, and understand others' emotions. 
OUT is a combination of an awareness of others and empathy. 
RELATIONSHIPS is the abilin- to integrate one's emotional experiences with his 
or her own thoughts and actions, u h ~ l e  interacting wlth others. 
Three components of organizational commitment explored 
In the early years. organizational commitment research emerged in the literature to 
attempt to understand and explain people's work-related attirudes (Buchanan, 1974; Hrebiniak & 
.\lurto, 1972; Mowda!., Porter, & Steers, 1982; Porter, Steers, & hlowday, & Boulian, 1971; 
\Y1iener & Gechman, 1g77). Organizational commitment has continurd to he a major focus of 
research in ~r~a~l iza t iona l  behaviors in recenr years. It is well documentrd that organizational 
commitment is a multidimensional construct and that antecedents, correlates, and consequences 
of organizanonal commitment r a ?  across dimensions (hfeyer, Stanle!-, Herscoritch, & 
Topolnl~sky, 3002; Mathleu & Zajac, 1990). Khat  are identified dnnensions for organizational 
commitment? Initially, hleyer and .Illen (1984) argued that a dstinction be made between 
affective and continuance commitment. They d e h e d  affc.ctive commitment as an einotional 
attachment to, identification with, and im-olrement in the organization, while condnuance 
commitment represents perceived costs associated uith leaving the organization. .'den and 
Meyer (1990) later added another dimension - normati7-e commitment - to their model of 
orgamational commitment. Normatire commitment was defined as a perceired obligation to 
remain in the organization due to the work c u l ~ r e  and social-related issues. hleyer and .Allen 
(1991; 1997) later presented a three-component model of or~pnizational commitment and tested 
its factor structure by differmtiaung organizational commitment into three components: 
affective commitment (.-\C), continuance commitment (CCj, and normative rommitment (NC). 
Meyer et al. (1993) explained that "people with a strong affective conunitment remain 
with the organization because they want to; those with a strong continuance commitment remain 
because they need to; and those with a strong normative commitment remain because thcy feel 
the!- ought to do so." Priratc club board and committee members' volunteer leadership 
commitments to their clubs are likely to be different dependng on the nature of their 
psychological state. 
Private club board and committee volunteer leaders surveyed 
Thr Club Managers Association of America (CW.Li) volunteer leaders such as board 
and committee members were sun.c!.ed in 2006 in a pilot study, and 57 private club hoard and 
committee ralunteer leaders responded and completed the sun-ey. Table 1 presents the sample 
profile. The majority of respondents (84.2'4)) were male ;ind half of the respondents' ages ranged 
between 46 and 55. largest percentage (41.7"o) had completed some post graduate xvork. 
Most of the clubs reprrsented were member owned (80.4"u) and golf/countrp clubs (86.19~0). 
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O n  average, the volunteer leaders had been a dub  member for 15.9 years and a volunteer for 8.3 
years. 
Table 1: Profile of Respondents (n =57) 
Variables Descriptions Respondents 
Gender 
Male 
Female 
Education 
High school or less 5.3% 
Some college or assodate (two-year) degree 7.9% 
Baccalaureate (four-year) degree 42.1% 
Post graduate work 44.7% 
Age 
35 years or younger 
36 - 45 years 
' 46 - 55 years 
56 years or older 
Number of years as a dub member 
4 years or less 
5-9years 
10 - 19 years 
20 - 29 years 
30 years or more 
Average 
Number of years as a volunteer member 
4 years or less 
5-9years 
10 - 19 years 
20 - 29 years 
30 - 39 years or more 
Average 
Club ownership type 
Club type b 
Member owned 
Corporate owned 
Private owned 
others 
City / Athletic Club 
Golf / Country Club 
Yacht Club 
11.4% 
14.5% 
39.7% 
22.9% 
11.5% 
15.9 (2.5 SD) 
34.3% 
22.7% 
28.5% 
5.8% 
8.7% 
8.3 (1.7 SD) 
Others 7.9% 
Not6 " SD in parentheses indicates standard deviation, b Percentages add to more than 100% due to 
multiple responses. 
Measurement scales used in this study 
The EI scale was adopted from a previous emplncal study conducted by Cichy et al. 
(2007). The initial EI scale consisted of 37 items in total: IN (20 items), OUT (9 items), and 
RELATIONSHIPS (8 items). Since the Cichy et al. (2007) study validated three dimensions of 
the E I  scale previously, the revised scale with 20 items was used when summing the overall EI 
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score to divide respondents into high and low E l  groups. :Ill items for the three dunensions of 
EI  were measured via a five-point Likert-qpe scale, ranging from 1 (ven seldom or not true of 
me) to 5 (very often or m e  of me). Higher scores reflect htgher levels of EI. 
Three components of organizational commiunent - affective comnlltnlent scale (8 
items). continuance commitment scalc (8 itemsj, and normative commitment scale (8 items) - 
were assessed by utilizing the L%llen and hleyrr (1990) organizational commitment scale. All 
measures were assessed on a five-point Likert-qpe scale, rangng from 1 = strongly disagree to 5 
= strongly agree. Again, %her scores reflect higher levels of organizational commitment. 
Three elements of EI ranked 
The top tluee IN, OL-T. and RELITIONSHIPS results are presented in Table 2. They 
are ranked by averages (mean scores). The top-ranked IN a b h ~  for volunteer leaders is "I am 
able to sense my own feelings." Knou.mg oneself and having the ability to sense his or her own 
emotions relates to earlier research that pointcd out that leadership is h s t ,  foremost, and always 
an inner quest (Cichy, Cha, & Knutson, 2004). Two O U T  capabihties are tied for top rank "I 
understand and appreciate emotions of others." and "I am sensitiv~ to other people's emotions." 
As a volunteer leader, it is essential that he or she understand and appreciate ho\v he or  she 
influences others' emotions, i\t the same time, being sensitive to others' emotions is essential for 
effective leaders. The top ranked RELATIONSHIPS capabhn is "Propic mould say I am a co- 
cooperative, contributing, and a positive team member." Effectixw volunteer leaders are 
cooperative and usually are optimistic. I t  is through these actions that they contribute to the 
development of others and to moving the club forward. 
Table 2: Means and Standard Deviations of TOD Three Ranked EI Items based 
on Means 
Top Three Ranked Items Mean s. d. 
I N  .. .
I am able to sense my own feelmgs. 
I am able to keep in touch ulth my own icehgs as they take place. 
I am open to m!- feehgs and am able to adlust them in myself to promote personal 
understandmg and development. 
OUT 
I understand and appreciate emotions of others. 
I am senslure to other people's emotions. 
I am ahle to he open to emotions in others to promote understandmg and 
development. 
RELATIONSHIPS 
People would sa!- I am a co-operatire, contributing, and a posmre team member. 
I can easily b d d  and participate m mutually sahsfi~ng relanonships charactenzed by 
openness and affection. 
I am ahle to clearly communicate in relationships with od~ers. 3.97 0.74 
Kote: Xumbers m mran column h&catc mcans basrd on the scale from I ren.  seldom or not true of 
me; 5 = very often or true of me 
High and low EI groups and organizational commitment examined 
The criterion used to &aide the total sample into two groups -high and lour E I  groups 
uras based on the mrhan  of total EI  scores. That is, the total E I  score is 100 points (5 points 
multiplied b!- 20 questions), consisting of IN (40 points = 8 items x S), O U T  (35 points = 7 
items x jj, and RELITIONSHIPS (25 points = 5 items s 5). To compare group dfferences 
benveen ovcraU high and low El groups, the mehan score of 80 was used to diridr the total 
sample into two groups: high and low EI. 
To examine whether the dfferences in affective, condnuance, and normati\-e 
commitment were statistically s ipf icant  between high and lox EI goups.  a t-test was 
performed. Table 3 shou~s mean dtfferences in affectwe comnuunent benveen high and low EI 
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groups. Overall, those in the h g h  E I  group had hgher scores in the composite (overall) scale of 
affective commitment, than had those in the low El group. These differences were statistically 
s igdcant  at p < .05. This implies that volunteer leaders' EI positively influences their affective 
commitment. 
Table3. Mean Differences in Affective Commitment between High and Low 
Emotional Intelligence Groups: t-test (one-tailed) 
Mean 
Affective Commitment LOW EI ~ i g h  EI t-value 
I would be veq happy to spend the rest of my time with h s  
dub as a volunteer leader. 3.70 3.65 0.30 
I enjoy dtscussing my club with people outside it. 
I really feel as if this dub's pmblems are my own. 
I think that I could easily become as attached to another club as 2.82 I am to this one. 2.82 0.00 
I do not feel like "part of the family" at my club. (R) 4.07 4.47 -2.12* 
I do not feel "emotionally attached" to th~s dub. (R) 3.89 4.24 -1.43' 
This dub has a great deal of personal meaning for me. 4.06 4.12 -0.26 
I do not feel a s&ng sense 'f belonging to my club.@) 3.90 4.35 -1.65* 
Total Mean 3.73 3.97 -1.96* 
Note: Numbers in mean column indicate means based on the scale From l=stronzl~ disazree; 5=strowIy 
-. - 
agree, R represents reversed coded items, * Mean dtFFerences were all sigmficant a t  p < .05. 
As Table 4 shows, statistically significant differences between two EI groups in the 
continuance commitment were found for the following two items: "I am not afraid of what 
might happen if I quit my volunteer leadership position without having another one lined up." 
and "It wouldn't be too costly for me to leave my dub now." Overall, there was no significant 
difference between high and low EI groups in the composite scale of continuance commitment 
at p < .05. 
Table 4: Mean Differences in Continuance Commitment between High and Low 
Emotional Intelligence Groups: t-test (one-tailed) 
Mean 
Continuance Commitment Low EI High EI 
I am not afraid of what mieht ha~oen if I quit mv volunteer 
leadership wirddut having a n o k  one lined 2.29 2.94 
UP. (R) 
It would be veq hard for me to leave my club right now, even if 
I wanted to. 3.46 3.35 
Too much in life would be dtsrupted if I deaded I wanted to 
leave mv club now. 2.69 2.76 
It wouldn't be too costly for me to leave my dub now. (R) 3.45 2.65 
hght now, staying w~th my dub is a matter of necessity as much 
I C  ~PIIIP 
2.12 2.12 
..-.- -. 
I feel that I have too few options to consider leaving this club. 2.37 2.06 
One of the few serious consequences of leaving h s  dub would 
be the scarcity of available alternatives. 2.87 2.47 
One of the major reasons I continue to do volunteer work for 
this dub is tbat leaving would require considerable 
personal sacrifice - another dub may not match the 2.68 2.59 
t-value 
-2.16* 
5 = strongly agree, R represents reversed coded items, * Mean differences were all sphcan t  at 
p < .05. 
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Table 5 presents mean diffcrmces in normative commitment between high and low El 
groups. Those in the h g h  E l  g t~ )up  had lugher scores th:~n had diose in the low- El group in the 
following two items - "If I got anodier offer for a betrer job elsewhere I would not fee it was 
right to leave my dub." and ''Thmgs were betrer in thc da!-s \b.hm people stayed with one club 
for most of their lives." There was, however, no s ipf icanr  dfference benveen high and low El 
groups in the composite scale of normative commitment at p < .(Is. 
Table 5: Effects Mean Differences in Normative Commitment between High and 
Low Emotional Intelligence Groups: t-test (one-tailed) 
Mean 
Nonnative Commitment Low EI High EI t-value 
I think that people these days move from club to club too 2.54 2.24 1.40 
often. 
I do not believe that a person must always be loyal to h ~ s  or 3.01 3.18 -0.56 her club. R! 
, , 
Jumpmg from cluh to cluh does not seem at all unethical to 2.94 2 94 -0.01 
me. (R) 
One of the major reasons 1 continue to do volunteer work for 
th~s club is that I behcve that lo>-alg- is important and 3.54 3.59 0 .19  
therefore feel a sense of moral obligation to remain. 
If I got another offer For a hetter lob elsewhere I would not 3 . 7  3.18 2.63* feel it was ngbt to leave my cluh. 
I was taught to believe in the value of remaining loyal to one 3.02 3.18 0 .69  
club. 
Things were better in the days when people staj-ed wth one 3.03 2.53 2.24* 
club for most of their lives. 
I do not thmk thgt wanting to be a "cornpan! man" or 3.26 3.41 -0.61 
"companj- woman" is sensible anymore. (R) 
Total Mean 3.14 3.03 11.81 
Note: Numbers in mean column inhcate means based on the scale from l=strc>ngl! &sager; j=strongI]! 
agree, R represents reversed coded items, * Mean hfferences were all npGcant i t  p < . O i .  
Future research recommended 
Findmgs of this study are fundamentall). consistent with previous literature in the areas 
of emotional intehgence (El) and organizational commiunent. .ild~ough there u.as no empirical 
srudy examining the relationship behx-een en>otional intelligence (%T) and organkationd 
commitment among roluntrer leaders, Camleli (2003) examined the relationship benveen these 
two concepts among senior managers: namcl! chief financial officers in the local government 
authorities in Israel. In particular. Carn~eli (2003j focused on two components of organizational 
commiunent; these \I-ere affective and continuance commitment. H e  found that when senior 
managers had h g h  El, the!- tended to develop high affective commitment to the organization for 
which they work, while this positive relationstup %.as not supported for die relationshp between 
E l  and continuance commitment. Furthermore, the meta analyses conducted by Mathieu and 
Zajac (1990 and Meyer et al. (2002j showed some supporting evidence for the findings of this 
present study. They did not explore the role of EI on three dimensions of organizational 
commitment. Yer, according to their studies, affective commitment has been found to be 
positively related to rari:~bles 1-alucd b!- organizations_ while continuancc commitment has been 
perceived to be negatively related to or unrelatcd to other variables valued b~ organization. The 
relationslup benveen normative commitment and other variables has shown to be positive, but 
weak. -3ccordng to the findngs of  this present study, it provided evidence that there was a 
strong relationship absen-ed benveen E l  and affective commitment. On the other hand, there 
was a negative relauonslup benveen E l  and continuance commitment, meaning that those in the 
low EI group had lugher scores in the overall score of continuance commitment than had those 
in the high El group, a l rhou~h rhe statistical dfference was not significant at p < .Oj. The 
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finding of this present study also observed the week relationship bemeen El  and normative 
commitment 
Future Shldy 
Future study is required to explore the role of E l  on developing affective commitment 
among volunteer leaders, and Further to investigate the eEfect of E l  on the other two 
commitment dimensions - continuance and normative commitment. Given the sample size in 
this pilot study, more sophisticated statistical methods could not be applied. Since it is well 
recognized that commitment and E l  are multidimensional constructs, it would be preferred to 
conduct c o n h a t o r y  factor analyses with this sample of private dub volunteer leaders. This 
pilot study could not validate factor structures of organizational commitment and El due to the 
relatively small size of the sample. Future research should utilize methods to obtain larger 
participation from volunteer club leaders. 
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The North American Spa Industry: 
An Examination of Emergent Trends 
By Katie Keri, Michael Ottenbacher and Robert J. Harrington 
The p a  i , rdi~.~t~ is nzpid!y~mu'ii~. both in ,\.orth .4meria and amund theglobe. How~ern: 
hopitdig and ior~ti.impm/esiio~iaL~ .<eet,i to be .ruqrired and unprepared of the impres~,ive volrriio~i. The authom 
rqort cfthe ,To~fh.-lmeniun .pa ind~~i tg  :I. Axwentpra~ti~e~. and emergent trend-, that a n  likeb topmve 
iign[ficanifbr .pa sfakehoiden and edui;~ior~. in fhi~gmwingjeld ojinquiy. 
The global spa i ndusq  is groulng at an v e g  rapid pace (h1cNeil and Ragins, 2004)). As 
professionals strive to keep up with changng trends and consumer attitudes, as well as to 
prepare for further growth, there will be an increasing need for indusm-led research validating 
business acumen. The numbers are impressive as the International Spa .\ssociation stated that 
there are an estimated 12,100 spas throughout the L'.S and 2,100 in Canada. Furthermore, 136 
d o n  spa visits in the U.S. in 2003 produced an estimated 11.2 billion dollars (Fast Facts, 2004). 
However, hospitality and tourism professionals appear to be surprised and unprepared for this 
impressive growth. 
The word "spa" is rooted in the Latin language and means "salus per aquam." Often it is 
translated as "health from water." The term, "spa" can be traced hack in on@ to a mineral hot 
s p ~ g s  in a Belgian village called Spau. Traditionall! people flocked to spas for health related 
reasons believing they could find rejuvenation in the l~ealing waters W, 2001). Historicallj- 
defined as a location possessing a mineral spring. the concept of a spa has evolved considerably 
over time. The birth of the spa concept can really be attributed to the Romans, who engaged in 
both private and public healing baths for centuries. Another en.mological reference claims 
Hungarian origins for the word "spa," which has since become a generic expression referring to 
natural mineral springs and areas where pcople come to relax (Business World, 2002). Other 
cultures have long enjo!-ed spa-like activities. includmg the Turkish hammam, the Finnish sauna. 
and the Russian batlya. TheJapanesc, ton, hare long been known for health-related activities 
centering on the nation's hot spring (onsen). 
By European standards. .\mencan spas are still in their infancy and important 
differences &st between ;\mencan and European spas. Traditionally, Europeans have viewed 
spas as a venue for the treatment of illnesses and the prevention of future ailments. In addtion, 
Europeans also placed special emphasis on the importance of spas to reduce e v e ~ d a y  stressors. 
In contrast, tradtional .%mencan spas hare maintained their focus on wellness by offering 
programs built around nutrition, exercise, and beau?. 
The purpose of thls paper is to identify recent and emergcnt trends in the spa industry, 
with a focus on the North American market, augmented by a Canadian perspectire gleaned from 
pdmar). research initiatives. Currently, there is a significant Sap in the literature relating to this 
"hot" area of growth. The little empirical data that exists are dated and arguably not truly 
reflective of current realities. Therefore, this information \\ill underline the dxection that the 
i n d u s q  is talung and will help gude  spa-owners and industn professionals as to u41at planning, 
strategc initiatives and marketing implications must be considered in light of these identified 
movements. From an academic standpoint, this research udl hopefully both increase the interest 
in the field as well as facilitate further research in this undersnlhed area. 
Contribution of Spas 
The popularity and growth of spa operations in recent years has breachcd the lodgng 
sector as well. \X'hile people seeking a specialized health experience continue to visit destination 
spas, those staying at con~~entional hotels arc vicwing the offering of spa scn-ices as an important 
criterion for hotel selection and satisfactirm (Anderson, 2001). This is liIie1~- due to people's 
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desire to feel indulged and relaxed, though lacking in time and commitment to visit actual spa 
resorts. Additionally, the conference market is growing as more spouses are accompanying these 
guests and then utilizing hotel amenities such as spas. 
Historically, hotels with spa facilities have generally regarded spa operations similarly to 
food and beverage or other amenities: justified by their ability to attract guests, but not relied 
upon to produce notable revenues or wen break wen in some cases (Anderson, 2001). 
However, in recent years, hotel spas have transformed from support facilities to profit centers, 
making significant fiscal conmbutions to hotels' bottom lines. A study revealed growth in spa 
revenues of 16.6% in 1999 among the 30 hotels sampled. Compared with 12.2% for food and 
5.2% in rooms, a clearer picture of spas as a necessity emerges(Anderson, 2001). While spa 
operations only represented modest deparwnental conmbutions, it is the strong growth rate of 
51.3% from 1998 to 1999 that remains cridcal (Anderson, 2001). 
Hotel spas have t d y  come to be regarded as independent profit centers: responsible for 
providing detailed cost accounting to the hotel and justifpg their existence with bottom line 
figures. As such, performance memcs typically reserved for hotels can begin to be applied to 
spas in order to assess their financial conmbutions (Foster and Wohlberg, 2006). While RevPAR 
(Revenue per available room) is widely used to calculate revenues per available rooms in a hotel, 
RevPAT (Revenue per available treatment) can be applied similarly by dividing total spa revenue 
by the number of treatment rooms in a spa. These two (RevPAR and RwPAT) figures will likely 
be widely different, primarily due to a treatment's room ability to be used repeatedly in a day. 
However, the authors note, that unlike hotel room revenue, there is a substantial labor cost 
associated with spa rooms and as such less revenue filters to the bottom line. 
Additionally, a study conducted by the "Small Luxury Hotels" brand (Grossman, 2005) 
found that out of 1,000 spa-per-respondents in 20 counmes, 36% say they spend more in hotels 
on spa therapies than they do on fine dining and wines. This global luxury brand, which helps 
shape the unique and luxurious experiences of discerning travelers, recognized the growth in 
consumer demand for luxurious spa experiences and responded with a complete guide to the 
best spa experiences worldwide. Nearly every large resoq hotel convention or casino has 
recently either built a spa facility or leased out the operation to a branded company in the spa 
industry. The International SPA Association cited the existence of over 1,662 resort/hotel spa 
properties in the U.S. as of 2004, with continuous growth forecasted. W e  not every hotel can 
afford to construct or operate a Full spa operation, most are still recognizing the growing need 
and are at the very least attempting to offer access to some facilities either on or off-site. 
In a survey of resort/hotel managers by Health Fitness Dynamics (Monteson and 
Singer, 2002), 97% of managers said that a spa was a marketing advantage, 83% said that it 
increased their revenues per occupied room, and 73?'0 said that having a spa in their property 
increased their occupancy rates. Forty-three percent agreed that a spa increased guests' length of 
stay; 57% replied that the spa increased their room rate and 70% said that it enhanced the 
perceived value for the room rate Additionally, over 80% of respondents in a spa-per survey 
revealed they would choose one resort over another based on the presence of a spa. 
Other perceived economic advantages of housing a resort spa include: enhanced room 
rate (57%); perceived value for money (70°/'); occupancy (73%); length of stay (43%); marketing 
advantage (97%); revenue per occupied room (83%); number of people per occupied room 
(27%) (Md, 2001). While activities such as golf used to satis6 leisure travelers, a trend toward 
better lifestyles, hgher disposable incomes and, importantly, less available time has propelled the 
spa industry forward. Even corporate guests are seeking spa services more often while traveling 
for business as busy work schedules, high sttess levels and a focus dn personal health 
necessitates this indulgence (Foster and Mandelbaq 2005). Moreover, Monteson and Singer 
(2002) suggest that while it is common for spas to attract a p p r o h t e l y  15-25% of in-house 
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resort guests, n u s  number jumps to over 50" u \\.hen esamining resorts that primarily attract a 
leisure market. 
Further, the demand patterns and trends in the spa i n d u s q  arc well illustrated by 
analyzing the fmandal performance of hotel spa operations. -4 2004 study of 88 properties 
(Foster and Mandlebaum, 2005) revealed spa revenues averaging $2,076 per available room, or 
2.3 percent of total revenue. Importantly, resort spas contributed sub stand all^- more than urban 
hotel spas due to the npical dfferences in length of stay. Addtional findings showed that hotel 
spas generating over $1 million in revenue contributed an average of 5.3 percent of the total 
revenue for their properties. At the other end of the spectrum, spas that achieve less than 
$500,000 in revenue represent less than one-half of one percent of the total revenue at theit 
hotels. Researchers took into consideration and accounted for properties with tnle dedicated spa 
faulities, versus health clubs that offered some spa sen-ices. 
Planning Hotel Spas 
It is essential for hotels to consider certain elements when contemplating whether or not 
to add a spa to a resort. Spas are essentially r e F  costl:- to build, maintain and market. R l d e  
outsourcing is a viable option, it d hkelj- reduce the realm on investment. A large hotel, with 
economies of scale capabilities and a strong corporate culture would likely be best suited to build 
theit own. However being f i s t  to market, and having to undertake all the development, 
marketing and management costs can be intimidating and points to outsourcing as a potential 
solution. Moreover, spas do not generate immedate return on investment, with some t a h g  five 
years to break-even and longer to become profitable. (Tabacchi, 2006) 
Spas are now considered an essential add-on so that properties do not lose theit market 
share or competiti~e positioning. However, it is essential to consider the addtion in conjunction 
with its ability to help sell rooms or real estatr, $-en the inherent challenges associated with this 
business venture. Problems appear to primarily arise from de~.elopers who wish to jump on the 
spa band-wagon, yet lack the appropriate expertise. ..\dddonally, realistic start-up figures and 
benchmarks for the i n d u s q  are hard to come by, thus, there is a lack of economic reah? whch 
permeates the spa indusq .  
Other spa experts repeatedly claim that even with fmancial consideration and 
designation being g r e n  to the construction of spas, the critical oversight is d ~ e  lack of clear 
objectives for the spa operation (Harmsworth, 2005). This is most often atuibuted to lack o l  
professional spa consultation on the project, lack of expertise or competence on the part of 
"specialists," or over-zealous developers. 
Spas as Commodities 
As spas ex-olrc into a tangble cornmodin-, the best maintain a trulj- indulgent 
atmosphere while ensuring accessibiliv for a broad guest profde. In addtion to the extravagant 
menu of spa offrrings that have become the norm, details such as dkcor, linens, healing herbs 
and products are u-hat is now considered to be fundamcntal for a guest's spa experience. Spas 
can feasibly offer a major source of differentiation for an esisting lodgng property, if done 
conectl!-. Imporcandy. profit margns are far more flexible in the spa industry and can show 
greater grouth than traditional hotel amenities. Treatment prices are flexible and soaring, labor 
intensity is declining somewhat - most apparent in the popularity of h:-drotherapy treatments 
that inrolve little therapist interaction, and economies of scale for spa chains allow for greater 
revenue contribution as well. Unforrunate1:-, the literature related to this particular concept is 
basically non-esistent, proridng little knowledge of the spa indusq .  
EssentiaU!-. spas may hare to undcrgo a de-commoditization strateF to provide a 
unique value proposition co guests. Ths should not be too dfficult for resort and destination 
spas who pride themselves on d ~ e u  nique product offerings. A da!- spa may be more hard- 
pressed to offer a differentiated product as standard massages, facials, and uail treatments reign 
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supreme in this industry segment Hotels have been afflicted by commoditization for years, 
growing increasingly similar in their offerings and forcing consumer decisions based primarily on 
price (Gilmore and Pine, 2002). Hotel products such as room service and wake-up calls, once 
distinguishing elements for consumers, have now become so standardized that guests would 
expect nothing less from their stay. In effect, it is the using number of branded propemes that 
have led to the commoditization of hospitality products and services. This has become a critical 
issue for large hotel chains such as Hilton, Starwood and Marriott. 
This ties in to the notion of the experience economy, where almost any service within 
the hospitality industry can be leveraged to create a compelling experience. Innovative experience 
design will continue to be uitical in the development of any successM establishment hotel or 
spa. Further, those who seek to go beyond mere service excellence and work to stage new 
experiences will take the lead in creating new value in the hospitality industry. The experience 
economy reminds us that customers essentially buy an experience whenever they pay for the time 
they spend in a place (Gilmore and Pine, 2002). The lesson to be learned from hotels that 
continue to simply add amenities in the hopes of combating cornmoditization is that providing 
for guests' inminsic needs, namely nurturing and caring, can help gain a competitive edge. As 
such, it is important that spas not be regarded as simply another amenity to add to an existing 
propeq  in hopes of remaining competitive. If auly designed to meet guests' expectations and 
needs, they can prove to be a k h l y  valuable resource. 
Industry Growth 
In 2002, the International Spa Association found that resort/hotel spas had grown 
annually in the U.S. by 56% since 2000 (Monteson and Singer, 2002). Additionally, spa revenues 
were estimated to be $10.7 billion in 2001. Other figures indicate growth of spas at resorts was 
approximately 147% between 1999 and 2001 vabacch  2006). According to growth patterns, 
the industry appears to be on pace to double in size every four years (McNeil and Ragins, 2004). 
2004 figures estimated that 136 million visits were made to all spas in the U.S. and an 
additional 20.2 million within Canada alone. The industry generated $11.2 billion in revenues in 
the U.S. and $1.5 billion in Canada; a 145% increase from 2002 statistics (Oliver, 2005). The 
Canadian Tourism Commission revealed that one out of four adults in North America has been 
to a spa, representing 3.7 million Canadians and 32.2 million American consumers. Over half of 
those visits were made to day spas. Though with a quarter dedicated to resort/hotel spas, it is 
dear that other spas do generate considerable revenue as well (CTC & ISPA, 2006). Significantly, 
a fairly large percentage of spa-goers (15% American; 26% Canadian) responded that they have 
only begun visiting spas in the last year. This demographic can therefore be classified as new spa 
guests - which spas are beginning to recognize as unique opportunities. 
Methodology 
A semi-struchmd interview format was chosen in order to allow for a focused 
conversational dialogue permitting for flexibility to probe for additional details depending on the 
responses to the prepared questions. Thus, while overall topics were prepared in advance, the 
researchers additionally hoped to uncover unanticipated information pertaining to the subject 
This study is exploratory in nature and its purpose is to identify and to darify salient issues of the 
spa industry. 
Because it correlates with the use of exploratory methods of research, convenience 
sampling was employed for this study (Zikmund, 2003). Industry professionals, primarily 
operators of premier spas in Ontario, were contacted by e-mail or phone to attain their 
participation in the study. These individuals were either referred to the researcher by spa experts 
or located through internet searches of spa establishments and organizations in Ontario. It was 
determined that five interviews of industry experts were sufficient to collect the required 
information for the study. Together the subjects contributed decades of relevant expertise in 
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esthetics, massage therapy, spa management and spa education development. For ttus reason, 
their responses to the study can be considered bath credible and kno\vledgeable, though not 
wholly representative of the i n d u s ~  due to the h r e d  sample sue. 
The instrument used for this study w s  a semi-suucn~red questionnaire administered 
d&g either in-person interviews (four), or phone inten,iew (one) due to geographic 
accessibihty. The single phone intervie-- involved a participant in British Columbia. as opposed 
to Ontario where all other subjects and the inten-iew-er reside. The intenieu- questions were 
constructed from the research tindings a l c h  sen~ed as the basis for the literalure review. The 
questions were formulated to address the specific purpose of this paper. trends u id in  the spa 
industry, and to accommodate any areas \vluch represent pressing issues for the industry 
r\ll interviews were conducted over a nvo week period and wid1 the exception of the 
phone interview, all were done at the inten.iea.ee's place of business. Original estimates 
forecasted approximately t h i q  tninutes per inremew, though in almost all cases, close to an 
hour was necessan to complete the inten-iew. Onl!- the phone inten.iew, perhaps owing to the 
more formal nature of the conversation and lack of relaxed da lope ,  adhered to the time 
schedule allotted. i\ddtionally, dependng on the subject's professional background, there were 
occasions where specific questions were omitted due to an inabhn- ro comment on the subject. 
Results - Treatments 
In a wellness orienred facility, massages, with then pain relief and health maintenance 
implications, were dsclosed as the ongoing most popular treatment requested. In a place 
specializing in exotic treatments, it came as no surprise that alternative treatments were supplied 
as the area demonstrating the most gro\vth. The general consensus, even in fachties that 
primarily cater to repeat local customers. is that spa operators must constantly be searching for 
somettung new and different to offer the spa-goer. 
For day spas, which make up an estimated 80' o of the Canadian market, it is the "bread 
and butter" sen-ices such as massage, s h  care and nails whtch constimte the greatest percentage 
of treatments requested and offered. In contrast however, desunation spas attract guests who 
want to experiment with treatments. The!- want to be delighted b! a complerelv new and 
dfferent experience. One possible emergent trend, w>-hch ultimatel!- satisfies the aforementioned 
need of the guest, is signature treatments which are indgenous to a grngrapluc area. Thus, body 
treatments using Canadan maple syrup, chocolate baths 111 Belgium, and Dead Sea mud wraps 
are all prime examples of using local resources to create a memorable experience for the guest. 
Foreign influences 
.\ll respondents cited -\sian roots as the most prolific influence on spa offerings. 
.idditionally, apn-e&c treatments, stemming from India. and hot stone massage were mentioned 
as significant influences. Germany, known for its use of hydrotherapy based treatments, has 
influenced facilities that are based on the tradtional spa model - the healing powers of water. 
What appears to be most important is the experience that domestic users are seehug, 
without having to travel to these foreign and exotic destinations. Spa goers are seeking all- 
encompassing treatments, where they udl not only benefit from relaxation and rejuvenation, but 
have other senses stimulated as well. For this reason, some spas are inresting in trearrnent room 
design, in accordance wlth the foreigm spa offcring, to ultimately augnlent the product. For 
instance, spas which offer Thai hody massages may adorn the walls with ThG art and dicor to 
create that feeling of escape. Sunilarlj-. a room offering hydrotherapy based treatments may 
adorn the environment with marine q p e  decorations. Gnfortunately, one caveat surrounds the 
notion that people do bore quicM!.. Thus spa operators would be prudent to continually seek 
ways to redesign their offetings. 
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In addition to North Americans wanung to experience foreign cultures, locals and 
international travelers alike are increasingly interested in Canadian-based spa offerings. Some 
indgenous practices and products that have emerged include Aboriginal cultural education and 
treatments, use of coastal seaweeds, glacial clay and maple syrup. Government roles are critical in 
this aspect as partnerships with industry could help promote education surrounding these 
products, and the spa product itself as a tourism incentive. From a tourism perspective, in years 
to come, these Canadian indigenous offerings will continue to be important and will hopehuy 
grow, although notably the foreign infusion demonsmates no evidence of slowing. 
Demographic changes 
The interviews revealed that spa-goers are definitely a younger market segment and 
includes both the teen market and pre-baby boomers. Also, more men are visiung spas than ever 
before; the rise in male visits may be attributable, at least in pas, to a higher comfort level 
associated with spas brought about by gender neutral designs, male-focused treatments, and 
reduced stigma surrounding the product. 
There appears to be a de6nitive shift in mindset in that the industry is not viewed as 
catering to mostly baby boomers anymore. Industry W e s  reflect a broader age category of spa 
goers today. It is not surprising that more teens are seeking treatments, and not simply beauty- 
based indulgences, since spas have become rather multi-generational as more and more people 
incorporate this service as part of their lifestyle. As such, respondents felt that spa goers are 
sa& and more sophisticated nowadays, thereby potentially complicating the delivery of quality 
service since their expectations continue to rise accordingly. There also appears to be a shift in 
frequency of spa visits demonstrated by the rise in regular spa-goers and decline in infrequent 
usage. Furthermore, spas amact individuals across a broad spectnvn of income levels, as the 
product characteristics are dependent on quality over price. Similarly, price or value has limited 
influence on spa goeri as they seek convenience - often fulfilled by spa locations, and 
consistency - deliverable by quality training and low therapist nunover. 
Needs of spa goers 
On the whole, interviewees ated stress reduction as the number one reason people are 
likely to visit spas. Additional relevant variables include relaxation, rejuvenation, fimess, wellness, 
improved quality of life, pain reduction and an all-around experience. In terms of the 
distinguishable components of service, people seek consistency, convenience, Full service 
establishments, product knowledge, and the feeling of escape. Additionally, time is a critical 
variable to spa goers, increasingly in short supply in people's lives. 
Wellness and preventative health were discussed in the context of people living longer, 
working longer and harder and experiencing augmented stress levels. Wellness plays a critical role 
in coping with these realities and treatments are sought to reduce negative physical 
manifestations from this type of lifestyle. All respondents shared the opinion that spa goers' 
needs will overall be the same in 5 years time, though a by-product of people's increased 
sophistication will be rising consumer expectations. However, coupled with industry survey 
results, this also signifies that operators will continue to suive to deliver a better product/service 
in order to meet those expectations. A stronger consciousness will prevail among the spa market, 
particularly among the younger demographic as they will continue to embrace this type of 
lifestyle. 
Education 
In comparison to the United States, respondents conhrmed that Canada actually has 
exceptionally trained practitioners, owing to solid certification measures, as well as h~gher overall 
industry standards. A skilled labor shortage in the realm of spa managers/directors, reception 
staff, and spa techniaans was expressed as a going concern. In the past, education has primarily 
been based on meeting ministry requirements rather than identified indusuy needs. Importantly, 
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a pervasive lack of training has forced spas to individually invest considerable resources into on- 
site trzining: this training issue becomes further troubling when one considers the Iugh turnover 
rates which p lape  die industry. 
One respondent posited that what is needed, from an educational standpoint. is more 
promotion of the industn as a viable career for today's since the indusq- is fa&g labor 
shortages, particularlv in spa management and esthetics fields. Unfortunately, one challenge 
stems from the fact that some lobb!ists bad mouth the industry as employers. Educators must 
also better prepare students for entrance into the indusq ,  aligning learned skill sets with i n d u s q  
needs. For instance, esthetics training should closely match the dix.ersiq of treatments being 
offered witlun the industry, and spa management requirements should be mirrored in the 
competency sets provided through education. 
Respondents repeatedly compared the massage dscipline to esthetics, confirming that 
massage is highly regulated and features mandatory re-testing wluch the esthetics ficld is lacking. 
In particular, massage therapists in Ontario and British (:olumbia undergo the mosr vigorous and 
lengthy professional training, though esthetics educadon may stdl be sorcl!- lackng in both depth 
and length throughout Noah ;\merica. While massage therapists must adhere to a code of 
standards set forth by theit local governing association. Cnfortunatel!. estheticians do not 
generally have the same mandate and as such standards vary substantially. .\ more toward a 
hqher degree of standarhation in esthetic schools has existed since the eighties, even though 
the process appears to still bc unattainable. 
Challenges 
Respondents ~ r e r w h e h n g l ~  rerealed staffing as the most sigrnficant challenge facing 
the indnsq-. In particular, what retains prominence is staffing in regard to a shortage of qualified 
people u-ho are committed to continuing education in this field. A lack of h g h  qualty 
educational programs, coupled with current compensation structures and market samration of 
spas in some regions, contributes to this human resources issue. 
A lack of industn standards, both from operations and regulaton- policies perspective, 
will likely continue to be a pressing concern u1th1n the indusq .  The fast pace at which the 
i n d u s q  is growing has led to a highly competitive market and the notion of "sun.ira1 of the 
fittest" may be of consequence. As well. maintaining quality of senice between the multitudes of 
senlce proriders can be challenging and dfGcult to control. Some argue, however, that part of 
the problem lies in the abuse of the "spa" concept, effectively du t ing  the concept. One 
geographc challenge to the Canadian spa industry lies in the under-representation of facihties in 
certain areas, since the vast majority of spas operate u.lthin only 4 provinces (Quebec, Ontario, 
Alberta, British Columbia). 
Value added to Hotels 
Spas in resorts and hotels are the fastest growing segment in the industry, as well as the 
most lucrative. They earn significant rwenues and are often located in an area ofthe hotel where 
revenue generating potential is limited (such as a basement). Often overlooked is that capital 
outlay for spa dex-elopment is quite tng11. In the last 7-10 years, spas bavc bccome to resorts what 
meeting space u-as to hotels in the 1970's - a crucial element with its own cost centre. hlost 
respondents agreed thar a spa is a "must bare" amenity for a hotel, although it sdl  remains 
questionable whether the Canadan market is big enough to sustzin continued development of 
resort and horel spas. Despite offering a considerable cornpetitire advantage, the risk lies in the 
notion thar not all hotel spas are built on the premise of a spa first and foremost, as opposed to 
simply an add-on amenit)-. Many operators fad to reahe that a foray into the spa business 
effectively means entering the health business u41ere managing different staff and client 
expectations from the hotel's becomes paramoont. 
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Saturation 
Several individuals believe that this is a problem in the United States, but has not 
become a viable threat in Canada. The other resounding distinction surfaced in relation to what 
types of spas may be experiencing alarming growth rates. Those termed "quick and easy," 
otherwise known as comer nail salons that perhaps med to reposition themselves in the market, 
are definitely saturating the market. However, when one only considers facilities of h~gher caliber 
or which belong to organizations that provide stringent standards, the answer appears to be no. 
Subjects decidedly agreed that the industry needs more polidng to determine just what 
constimtes a "spa" and monitor the number of self-appointed establishments. Rapid growth was 
even cited as a positive factor because it represents a natural process that the best will survive 
and those who will suffer will be the less legitimate facilities. Potentially of concem is that with 
Canada's population iigures, the market can only sustain so many high caliber or upscale spas. 
Growth may actually be slowing due to high capital invesunent requirements as well as 
low cost/profit levels. Too many spa operators are focused on the finanaal incentives 
surrounding mnning a spa, when in reality, profit margins remain low. Overall saturation was 
either not believed to be a significant current issue or was attributable to natural market forces, 
and as such few recommendations for remedies were offered. One respondent posited that 
nothing can combat this issue except consumers themselves, who have become more savvy and 
demandmg; ultimately changing the face of the industry from a demand-based perspective. A 
likely consequence of this would be that sub-par spas will become better to meet those changing 
needs, while the esteemed spas will simply continue to evolve. 
Spa trends 
With a profound psychological change inherent in the spa industry, one respondent 
commented on the changing perceptions of consumers that now include viewing spas as a 
necessity in life. This is estimated to grow as North Americans become even more like their 
European counterparts who bold a different view of the purpose of spas. Furthermore, the 
prevahng opinion is that the current demographics which compose the spa industry will likely be 
stable for the near term. Opportunities abound in terms of targeting mother/daughters. teens - 
who are likely to contribute to the introduction of trendy industry niches, and the potential for 
more men as customers. 
The growing medical spa market is expected to continue to make its mark within the 
industry. Two popular U.S. trends, resident living and spa family vacations remain in question 
here in Canada. The concem is whether there is a market for these components, and whether 
they could success€ully be introduced and sustained without complimentary products. W~th the 
impressive number of day spas currently existing in Canada, it is believed that oppormnities 
abound to package spa visits with other leisure pursuits such as cultural events, dining and 
shopping. 
Repeatedly the concept of "experience" has been raised, and respondents concluded that 
the expectation of an "experience," as opposed to a "treatment," will prevail in the future. This 
encompasses the entire service encounter, from the moment one enters a spa facility, thm 
treatment and relaxation time, to exiting the facility as well. Finally, from a legal perspective, 
accountability on behalf of spas will feature prominently. This will be manifested in the form of 
mandatory signed waivers/health forms. Most spas mandate signed informational forms when it 
comes to massage, though this is only now becoming practice within the esthetics field. This is 
critical on many levels: guests often engage in contra-indicated treatments such as invasive skin 
procedures which cannot be combined with esthetic offerings; proper disclosure of health 
information and background can reduce or eliminate liability for spas in case of a medical 
incident or emergency. Owing in large part to the paradigm shift of spas to wellness type 
fadties, there is a resultant duty of care on behalf of operators to ensure a safe and healthy 
experience for guests. 
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Conclusions 
From a demographic standpoint, thr intervie~v results may hare significant marketing 
implications. The mid-level and non-spa gorrs are the two main groups that i n d u s q  marketing 
efforts should be aimed at. These inmviduals, in particular the non-spa goers who are effectively 
an untapped niche, would benefit from both exposure and education about spa facilities. 
Further, the issue of price should be addressed since the spa association's 2005 study, which 
revealed that a majority of respondents thought spas were too expensive, is in direct conflict with 
interview responses which maintained that price is not an issue or a decidng factor when visiting 
a spa. Thus it is clear that public perceptions ma!- have to be assessed and managed in order to 
successhUy recruit certain demographcs to the spa i ndusq .  
rllso from a demographic standpoint, results show that while baby boomers may have 
brought the i n d u s ~  to where it is today, they do not necessaril!. represent the future of spas and 
as such marketers must be aware of the changing profdes and needs of  spa goers. This notion is 
validated b!- the increased prevalence of younger clientele and the realization that most users are 
effectirelr seehng preventative treatments to enhance their lives, and this is no longer simply 
indgenous to aging clienteles. Sdarl!-, c\-idence supports continued emphasis on the grouing 
male and teen market. Conversely, although famil!- orientation within the spa segment was 
estimated to grow. Canada in particular has not wimessed this shift as of yet and it may never 
effectively marerialize so operators should remain cautious. Without a clear market to sust ln t h s  
trend, operators should nor make any costl!- investments or changes to try to target this group. 
.inodier interesting issue revealed are the &ffe&g opinions on the revenue earning 
potential of  spas. Wule some agree that spas can be major sources of revenues, both within 
hotels and independend?. research revealed leading experts who claim that profit margns are 
low in the indusm- and the facr that costs are extreme17 h g h  for del-elopment, maintenance and 
marketing. \X?lat retains p ro t~nence  from a dscussion of spa revenues is the profound need for 
relevant and accurate figures on the development and operation of spas to assist current and 
future operators to navigxte the field. 
Medical spas, though not panicularly discussed within the interviews, udl undoubtedl!~ 
continue to represent a significant and growing segment of the North -%mencan market. 
However, speculati\-e reports surroundmg medical spas do not present t h s  segment as a core 
component of the spa i n d u s q  within Canada and achlau!- reveal surprisingly slou, growth in the 
years to come. Stress reduction has unequix-ocdy emerged as the most sipficant factor 
associated uith spa visits, hence marketing and stratcgc operating initiatives should capitalize on 
ths. Additionally, with their focus on weUness, spas can rffectirely influence government health 
policies, a critical point when considering the importance of addressing preventative health 
policy within Canada. Alongside preventative health, d ~ e  \L-ellness concept u-d continue to grou. 
due to an increase in people embracing the spa lifesh-le and ~-ie\ung it as a necessity. 
In terms of qualified staff and sufficient labor pools. it is clear that academic 
undertakmgs to rectify the situation must be fulfilled or elst. thr indus5- uili face lethal shortages 
in the future. Also cqstallized is the notion that governing standards must be dex-eloped in areas 
where laclung and uphold whcrever already established. for both die safeh of  the customer and 
the reputation of the indusq .  These last two concepts are drecd! related to ralue of association 
membership within the spa indus5-. They provide standards and guidelines for the spas, a s  uzell 
as relative assurances of qualih- and safety for the spa pes t ,  rspeciaU!- critical considering thc 
recent proliferation of spa-like concepts which fail to delirer at acceptable quality levels. 
Similarly, saturation may not hal-e been identified as a crucial factor to consider, but its 
potential still has meaningful implications for the industq-, especiall~ in thr United States. More 
than anything, associations and government must be inrolred in policing spa establishments to 
ensure common standards and practices and protect the industq from 07-er-saturation. Spa 
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consumers are more sophisticated and educated than ever before and know what to expect from 
the spa experience. They continue to seek innovation, unique offerings, value, quality and 
consistency. They seek an overall experience when visiting a spa, smving to both look good' and 
'Feel good', thereby further validating the health and wellness industry component. Due to the 
focus on the 'experience', spas that go beyond mere service excellence and smve to provide new 
and meaningful experiences will incur greater successes within the industry. The experience 
economy reminds us that customers essentially buy an experience whenever they pay for a 
service, and coupled with the Fact that people are much savvier today, spas have a critical 
challenge ahead of them if they are to continue to impress, and not merely satis@, their guests. 
This research, while representing a wide breadth of information pertaining to spa trends 
and movements within North America, still retains a considerable Canadian influence owing to 
the primary research being focused within Canada alone. In addition, this study employed the 
qualitative study approach. Future research could use large sample proposition testing to 
investigate if the findings from this study can be statistically c o n h e d  and are applicable to 
other counmes. The lack of research and figures within the Canadian market is some cause for 
concern, especially considering the rate at which the industry has been growing. There remains 
no doubt that the spa industry can benefit from reliable and accurate statistics, @Ires and even 
estimates when it comes to assessing both the establishment and the spa consumer. Hopefully 
future mandates will emerge, likely through government partnerships, to allow for 
comprehensive studies which will assist all facets of the industry in preparing for the future. 
Additionally, the inclusion of spa related cuniculum in hospitality and tourism management 
programs will likely furrher enhance the industry's position, validating its existence alongside 
long studied hotels and restaurants. Educational efforts must be focused on the spa industry in 
order to accommodate recent growth trends and prepare for future expansion. 
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Determinants of Mid-scale Hotel Brand Equity 
By Woo Gon  Kim and Hyun Jeong Kim 
The hnditional bmnd management in the hotel i n d u s ~  isfaring ogreat chalhnge as numerous bmndr 
p m m M &  m a 9  choi~s to hote/guests. In such ~onpetitiiw enuimnments, hoteljinns reakv that c+ta&ng on one 
of  the most inporlant assets t h y  own - the bmnd - is ~n'fical to a~.hieue a pmmiergmwth goal not on4 r@i@ 
but a h  in a cost-$ectiue wq. Theputpose ofthis st144 is to examine the &tminants of customer-based hotel 
brand equityfor the mid~ticcd U.S. hdging segment by assessing the inpacts offour wi&4-acCepted bmnd equity 
dimensions: bmnd awanness, brand asson'ations, perceived quakzJ, and mstomer byalp. 277 trauelm 
partiqafed in this s tu4 at the a i p r l  in a Midwestern city. Perceiued qualio, bmnd hyalty, brand assoriations 
wenfound to be the core components ofbrand equig, whih brand awareness, a seemin& imporlant source o f  
bmnd equig, did not exert a ngniJFcant inzenn  on building brand equity ofmid-pticed botch. The result ofthis 
sfu4 shed insight about how to mate, manage, and euahte a dirtncfiue and successful hotel brand 
Introduction 
Over the last decade, hotel operators have wimessed an acceleration of hrand 
proliferation. In particular, hotel development teams have focused on adding the extended-stay, 
boutique, and luxury segments. Fueled by high customer demand and strong performance, the 
total number of lodgmg brands in the extended-stay segment is over 26. Residence Inn by 
Marriott was the front-runner in this segment, followed by Homewood Suites by Hilton, 
Extended StayAmerica, and Candlewood Suites by InterContinental. Other known extended-stay 
brands indude InTown Suites, TownePlace Suites, Hawthom Suites, Staybridge Suites, Home- 
Towne Suites, Suburban Extended Stay Hotels, Studio Plus Deluxe Suites, Summerfield Suites, 
Sun Suites, and Sierra Suites. 
To meet the increasing demand of hotel guests seeking differentiated service with a 
more personalized touch, the boutique hotel segment debuted and has experienced an 
unprecedented growth over the past few years. Some leading boutique hotels include Morgans, 
SoHo Metropolitan Hotel, Opus, Arc The Hotel, and Hotel S t  Paul. For the l u x q  segment, 
Starwood, located in most major cities throughout the world, is a leading hotel chain aggressively 
adding luxury brands such as St. Regis, the Luxury Collection, and W under its umbrella. 
The traditional brand management in the hotel industry is facing a major challenge as 
numerous brands pro~lde hotel guests with many choices. Furthermore, hargams on cyherspace 
(e.g., Travelocity, Expedia, and Orbitz) ddve customers to concentrate on puce rather than 
service quality of the hotel. Hotel products face the threat of being "commoditized" almost like 
soap or detergents on the shelves of supermarkets. This problem is rooted in the business 
condition where hotel chains cannot patent their products to attain a competitive advantage. 
One study found that 65 percent of hotel guests tend to switch lodgmg brands across 
different parent hotel companies on their next stay. The high turnover rate dearly discloses that 
most lodgmg brands have difficulty in maintaining customer loyalty. As lodgmg products 
become more commodity-like in nature, hoteliers must ask themselves how to differentiate their 
product from competing products and how to communicate the differences of their product to 
customers in the globe. 
Research questions are addressed 
A hrand is the product and/or service of a particular supplier, which is distinguished by 
its name, such as Starwood or Hyatt for hotel companies. A hotel chain is identifiable with a 
name, logo, or slogan, which is the fundamental base of bran*. The goal of hrand 
management is to provide added value to both guests and hotels by building brand loyalty. 
Today, hotel tinns are beginning to realize that capitalizing on one of the most important assets 
they own - the brand - may fadlitate a company's premier growth in the most cost-effective way. 
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Over the last decade, brand equity has been one of the most important marketing 
concepts, extensively studied by both academic scholars and indus- practitioners. The reason 
for its growing popularity is the importance of the concept perceived b!- internal and external 
stakeholders. A recent paradgm has changed branding from a trahtional role, as an element of 
the marketing function, to an integral role as a part of the overall business stratea. 
Studies on brand equity hare mainly focused on consumer goods and reccntl!, more 
attention is paid toward services. Empirical tests hare been taken to validate the most popularly 
accepted, customer-based brand equity dimensions: brand awareness, brand associations, 
perceived qnalitr, and brand lovalty. -4lthough the conceptual deficlltion of brand equity and 
how to operationalize the concept are advanced, limited empirical research is conducted to test 
the validity of the proposed constructs comprising brand equity in the hospitality academic field. 
Hence, the purposes of this stud!- are to validate the brand equity model with four widely 
accepted brand equity dunensions in the mid-priced lodging segment and examine the impact of 
each brand equity determinant on overall hotel brand equin-. 
More specifically, this study addresses the following three research questions: 
Is the proposed brand equin- model valid in the mid-scale lodgng segmcnt? 
Of four brand equit\ components (brand loyalty, brand awareness, brand 
association, and perceived brand qualin-), whlch dimensions make a significant 
contribution to increasing ox-erall mid-scale hotel brand equity? 
3. How are brand equity ratings different among the selected mid-scale hotel 
brands? 
Methods 
Mid-scale hotels are the focus 
The mid-scale hotels with F&B operations are selected for this study. Mid-priced hotels 
with F&B are one of the largest segments in the U.S. l o d p g  indusq-, representing 15.5 percent 
of total room supply and 14.5 percent of total room demand in 2001. Accordmg to Hotel 
Investment Handbook (2002), there are 16 hotel brands in the mid-scale with F&B segment with 
a total of 4,725 properties throughout the U.S. Holiday Inn, Best \ri'estcm_ Ramada, Quh ty  Inn, 
Howard Johnson, and Four Points were ranked in thc top six of tlus segment and these six 
brands are included in the sampling frame of this study. 
The average room rate of the mid-scale with F&B segment is below $85. The total 
room supply of this segment continues to decline because many properties are old requiring 
major capital improvements. In 2004, this segment was not able to increase room rates as 
aggressively as other lodging segments due to a relatively wcak demand growth . On the other 
hand, mid-scale hotels without F&B operations demonstrate strong demand. Therefore, the 
majority of new hotel construction in the mid-scale segment focuses on constructing properties 
without F&B operations. With declining supply and wcak demand, mid-scale hotels with F&B 
operations experience a business challenge to maintain their current market share, competing 
with other growing segments, such as economy, mid-scale witbout F&B, and upscale. 
Questionnaire is developed 
Brand equiv is a multi-dimensional concept. .it the beginning, five determinants of 
brand equity were identified: brand loyalty, perceived quality, brand awareness, brand association, 
and other proprietary brand assets. Researchers argued that other proprietary brand assets, such 
as patents, trademarks, and channel relationslups, are not relevant to consumer perception and 
therefore customer-based brand equity consists of only the first four determinants: brand loyalty, 
perceived quality, brand awareness, and brand association. Therefore, the researchers adopted 
the brand eqniq- model with the four dimensions and der-eloped the questionnaire accordingly. 
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A total of k e e n  items were used to capture the four dimensions of brand equity. 
Sped6cally, %and loyaltf had three components that were rated on a 7-point Likert-type scale 
(1:strongly disagree and 7: strongly agree); "perceived quality" was measured using four-items on 
a 7- point semantic differential scale (e.g., 1: inferior and 7: superior); '%rand awareness" was 
assessed with three items on a 7-point response scale (1:strongly disagree and 7: strongly agree); 
and three "brand assodation items" were also rated on a 7-point response scale (1:strongly 
disagree and 7: strongly agree). 
In addition to four brand equity determinants, four items were included to measure 
customer perception of overall brand equity (See Table 2 -in Results section for s p e d h  
questions asked). Respondents rated all items in the measure using a 7-point response scale (1: 
strongly disagree and 7: strongly agree). 
Travelers are surveyed 
Data were collected at the airport located in a U.S. Midwestern aty. The airport is 
considered as one of the major metropolitan airports in the Midwest ban* a large number of 
domestic and international passenger fkghts. Three held surveyors approached travelers waiting 
for their fhght departure at the food c o w  areas. One of the major sampling problems in on-site 
6eld situations is selection bias. To minimize 6eld researchers' selection bias, we instructed the 
surveyors to seek an equal number of male and female travelers in various age groups (at least 18 
years of age). Then, the surveyors asked whether the travelers had stayed at one of the selected 
branded hotels (Holiday Inn, Best Western. Ramada, Quality Inn, Howard Johnson, and Four 
Points) within the past three months. 
A self-administered, structured questionnaire, containing various components of brand 
equity, was dismbuted to the traveler who passed the screening question and agreed to 
partidpate. Those who experienced multiple brands during the designated h e  period were 
advised to select only one of the most recently stayed brands and answer the questionnaire. 
Upon completion of the survey, respondents returned their questionnaire directly to the field 
researchers. A total of 277 usable surveys were returned and analyzed. Females represented 41.3 
percent of the sample. In terms of age, approximately one-fourth (27.3 percent) of respondents 
fell into the age group of 55 and oves 25.7 percent of respondents were age 45-54 years old; 23.9 
percent belonged to the age group of 35-44 years; 19.3percent were age 25-34 years old; and 3.8 
percent were age 18-24 years old. 
The Market Matrix Hotel Index (MMHI), resulting &om the national consumer opinion 
panel (NCOP) with over 30,000 interviews, indicates that in 2001, the age group of 35-54 
accounts for the majority of U.S. lodging customers (55 percent); younger travelers (20-34) logs a 
quarter of hotel guests (25 percent); and mature travelers (55 and over) accounts for the 
remaining percent of hotel customers (20 percent). The sample demonstrates a similac age group 
dismhution described in the MMHI with a shghtly higher pomon of mature travelers: mature 
travelers (55 and over) shows 27 percent; travelers between 35 and 54 and younger travelers (18- 
34) are 50 percent and 23 percent, respectively. ?he greater percent of mature travelers in our 
sample seem to reflect the fact that baby boomers @om in 1946 -1964), who have been 
responsible for the significant pomon of U.S. household trips, are becoming mature travelers. 
In terms of ethnidty, most pamdpants were White (76.2 percent) followed by African 
American (8.3 percent), Hispanics (6.5 percent), Asians (6.1 percent), and Native Americans (2.5 
percent). Almost every respondent indicated completion of lugh school and more than 80 
percent had some college degree. Approximately two-sevenths (28.5 percent) of the participating 
travelers reported an annual household income greater than $80,001; 37.6 percent reported 
between $60,001 and $80,000; 16.1 percent earned between $40,001 and $60,000; and 12.8 
percent made between $20,001 and $40,000; and 5.0 percent were below $20,000. The average 
household income was $70,100. 
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The 2005 .I&+ lodging guest profde reveals that nyical busine3s travelers' household 
income is $81,100 and leisure travelers' household income is $72,600. The lerel of household 
income of  our sample is relativel!- lower. hut i t  is not significantly different from the AHLA 
proflle. OreraU, although the respondents were Lunited into mid-priced hotel users, the 
comparable- results with hfbfHI and ;-4 data suggest that our samplereflects the current L1.S. 
ttavel trend and hotel customers. 
Results 
Four Points ranked highest 
Table 1 presents the results of brand equiv ratings with four determinants among six 
hotel brands. Four Points displayed the hghest brand loyalty mean score (4.63) of  all six 
companies; Holiday Inn was the next (3.75j; Best \Yestern was third (3.43): and Rmada was 
founh (3.34). Four Points agatn led all other companies in the perceirred quality dunension with 
the highest rating (5.39); Holiday Inn (5.08) followed Four Points closely; Best Westem (4.94). 
Ramada (4.91). QUA? Inn (4.83) were next; and Howard Johnson was the last (4.39). 
For brand awareness, Holiday Inn showed the highest mean value (5.53); Best Diestem 
(5.34) and Ramada (5.24) were also fairly well known; Four Points (5.21), Qualitv Inn (5.18), and 
Howard Johnson (1.94) demonsuatcd relatire1)- lou- brand a\varmess ratings. Holiday Inn again 
was the best in brand associations (5.12). followed by Best \X'tstrrn (5.13). Ramada (5.12), Four 
Points (5.00). Quality Inn (4.83) and Ho\v;~rd Johnson (4.79. 
Furthermore, we conducted the anal!~ses of variance (ANOT7A) test to detect significant 
dfferences in four brand equity dimensions among the six hotel brands. Significant differences 
were found in the mean values of brand loyaln- and perceived quality (see Table 1,. The result of 
ANOT'A assures that indeed, Four Points is doing a better job than most competitors in bulldmg 
brand  loyal^ and percei\.rd quality Howex-er, the mean ralues of brand axareness and 
associations were not siguficantly different, indicating that overall. six brands are equally well 
known to the public. 
I>astl!-, for each brand, we calculated a total score of hotel brand equity by adding all 
four mean ralues of brand equity components. Four Points demonstrated the hghest total brand 
equiw ralue (20.23); Holida! Inn was second (19.58); Best \Yestern was third (18.84); Ramada 
was ranked fourth (18.62); Quality Inn was fifth (17.79); and Howard Johnson was last (17.29). 
Table 1: Brand equity rating of the top six mid-scale hotels 
Brand Perceived Brand Brand Total brand 
loyalty quality awareness associations equity score 
Hohdav Inn 3.75 508 5.53 5.22 19.58 
Best Western 3.43 4.94 5.34 5.13 18.84 
Ramada 3.31 4.92 5.24 5.1 2 18.62 
Quahg Inn 2.95 1.83 5.18 4.83 17.79 
Howard lollnson 3.19 4.39 4.96 4.75 17.29 
Four Points 4.63 5.39 5.21 5.00 20.13 
F-value 2.96" 2.59- 0.89 0.62 
* Significant at the 0.05 level 
Brand equity model is evaluated 
\X'e used the suucnlral equation m o d e h g  (SEbg technique to answer the research 
questions on the validit)' of the proposed hotel brand equiv model and the effects of four 
determinants on overall hotel brand equity Prior to SEIZI, internal consistencies were computed 
for fire constructs of the model: brand loyalh. perceived qualiv, brand awareness, brand 
associations and overall brand equity. Cronbach's alpha could be improved for brand  loyal^ and 
brand associations by elminating one item in each duneniion. ;\fter eiunination, all  five scales 
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satisfied .7 cutoff values. Table 2 presents description of a l l  items - including deleted items after 
the reliability test. 
Next, the measurement model was fitted to the data. Similar to Cmnbach's alpha, 
composite construct reliability (CRR) values showed adequate reliability for the indicators 
representing each construct by exceedmg the .7 cutoff values. The average variance extracted 
(AVE) indicates the convergent validity of the construct. All average variances extracted (AVE) 
were .61 or bigber (cutoff value: .50), demonstrating all five factors have the sufficient 
convergent validity. Tbe various fit indices of the measurement model k2/df = 2.37, GFI = .92, 
NFI = .97, CFI = .98, RMSEA =.07) implied that the factor model tits the data well. All factor 
loadmgs ofthe items exceeded .5 with t-values equal to or greater than 11.06 @ < ,001) (see 
Table 2). 
Table 2: Description of items used to measure hotel brand equity 
Factors and scale items Standardized loadings a CCR' AVE" 
- 
(t-value) 
Brand loyalty .83 .84 .67 
I consider myself loyal to the hotel. .86 (14.95) 
The hotel would be my first choice. .83 (14.48) 
When another hotel runs specials, I wilt 
choose that branded hotel. 
Perceived quality .91 .91 .77 
I expect the quality of this hotel to he: inferior .72 (13.29) 
. . 
. . . superior 
I expect the quality of this hotel to be: 
unfavorable . . . favorable 
I expect the quality of th~s hotel to be: poor .90 ( 18.68) 
. . . excellent 
I expect the quality of this hotel to be: very .88 (17.97) 
- .  
low . . . very ll* 
Brand awareness .90 .89 .77 
I know what the hotel's physical appearance .87 (17.37) 
looks Like. 
I am aware of the hotel. .87 (17.34) 
I can recognize the name of the hotel among .84 (16.41) 
competing brands. 
Brand associations .75 .76 .61 
Some characteristics of the hotel come to my .73 (11.47) 
mind quickly. 
I can quickly recall the symbol or logo of the .70 (11.06) 
hoteL 
I have difficulty in inqining the hotel in my 
mind. c 
Overall brand equity .91 .88 .65 
I stay with this hotel over its nearby .80 (14.61) 
competitors. 
Even if another hotel has the same amenities .82 (15.27) 
as this hotel, I prefer to stay with this hotel. 
I would not switch to another competitor .79 (14.49) 
unless significant differences are found. 
Even if another brand is as good as this hotel, .81 (15.09) 
I prefer to stay with this hotel. 
a CRR: composite construct reliability 
b AVE: Average Variance Extracted 
c The item was deleted after reliability test. 
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As a last step, the sttucrural model was evaluated. In the model. the four dererminants 
@rand loyaltl;. perceived quality, brand awareness. and brand associations) werc consmcted as 
exogenous (independent) variables and o v e d  hotel brand equity as an endogenous (dependent) 
variable. i \ U  structural model fit indces were xithin the recommended levels ( ~ 2 / d f  =2.41, GFI 
= .91, NFI = .97, CFI = .98, TLI=.98, RbISE.1 z.08, RhlR=.Oj), suggesting that the strucrural 
model is satisfacto~~-. Table 3 presents the relationzlups between four determinants and hotel 
brand equin.. Overall, the brand equity model explained 75 percent of  the variance (R2 = .75). 
. b o n g  four structural relationships, three paths were sigtuiicant (pi  .(IS): brand loyalty, 
perceived quality, and brand associations were sigmficant antecedents of overall brand equity of  
mid-priced hotels. In particular, perceived qualin- and brand loyalty werc found to be the most 
important determina~~ts of mid-scale hotel brand equity wid3 relatively h_lgh path coefficient 
estimates of .39 and .38. respectively. The only consttuct showing no significant impact on hotel 
brand equity was brand awareness with the lowest path coefficient value of . l l  
Table 3: Effects of four determinants on overall hotel brand equity 
Endogenous Construct: 
Brand equity a 
Exogenorir Conitn~~.t~:. 
Brand Lo!-alt) 
Perceived Quality 
Brand Awareness 
Brand .Xssociation 
Path coefficients t 
RZ .75 
* Sipficant  at 0.05 lerrl 
** Sipi icant  at 0.01 level 
Discussion and implications 
It is a challenging task to develop and to manage a strong hotel brand as the lodgmg 
industry becomes mature uith numerous brands and faces fierce competition. Hospitahty f m s  
changed their company mission from a product orientation to a brand orientation to build a 
competiti~-e advantage through effective brand managemcnt. The customer-based brand equity 
model suggests that the more contribution the fc~ur drterminants (perceived quality, loyalty. 
brand awareness, brand associations) make to the business results in higher brand equity of die 
organization. We tested whether the consumer-based brand equity model is valid in the mid- 
scale hotel setting and the 6nd1ngs of tlus snldy offer empirical evidence that the model is 
applicable to the lodging industq. 
Next, u.e compared customer-based brand equin- ratings of six mid-priced hotel chains. 
Four Points and Holiday Inn stand out as the top two brands; \vhile Quality Inn and Howard 
Johnson are the rwo bottom brands. Or.erall, Holiday Inn performed better than Four Points in 
brand awareness and associations, while Four Points exceeded Holiday Inn in brand loyalty and 
perceived quality. Holida:- Inn's long busincss presence seems to be attributed to the high ratings 
in the dimensions of brand awareness and associations. Four Points debuted as one of sub- 
brands under the parent company of Stamood in 1993. Dcsp~te its short history, Four Points 
expanded aggressively and provided quality sen-ice to satis5 their customers, which resulted in 
establishing a strong brand in the mid-priced segmcnt. 
, b o n g  the four dmensions, perceived qualitv is found to be the most influential factor 
on brand rquity. One stud!- conducted by the :lmerican Socicty for Qualiq- (.\S(Z) described 
Starwood as an eacmplan. company that implemented a quality rnanagemcnt proplm (Six 
Sigma) successfull! tlirou~hout he orga~zauon.  i s  a result, Stanvood increased die perception 
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of service quality by 7.1 percent. The present study demonsaates that Four Points, a young 
sub-brand of Starwood, may benefit from the quality enhancement program, quickly achieving 
high brand equity in a competitive lodging market The success of Four Points suggests that 
practitioners should continuously monitor perceived service quality of the hotel to keep up with 
ever-increasing customer expectations. These efforts ultimately can conaibute to controlling and 
managing company brand equity. 
Another important dimension affecting brand equity is brand loyalty. Prwious studies 
have shown a strong positive relationship between brand loyalty and brand equity. For example, 
in Turkey's beverage industry, only brand loyalty mattered in building overall brand equity. 
Brand loyalty as a key component of brand equity is confirmed in this study using the mid-scale 
U.S. lodg~ng segment. Loyal guests are viewed as a valuable asset because the help guarantee 
hotel business success. Thus, it may be wise to focus on retaining a small number of loyal guests, 
who typically account for a large amount of total sales. This approach can help hoteliers to 
successfully maintain steady cash flow and improve future earnings. In summaq, top 
management should understand the significance of m e  customer loyalty and make every effort 
to improve brand loyalty, which in turn leads to nurturing hotel brand equity. 
Although the size of impact is smaller than perceived quality and brand loyalty, brand 
assodations are shown as another core component of mid-scale hotel brand equity. However, 
brand awareness, a seemingly important source of brand equity, is not a critical factor of mid- 
scale hotel brand equity. Brand awareness is a hotel guest's ability to recognize or recall the brand 
and brand associations are anything linked in memory to a brand. Typically, brand associations 
are led by brand awareness. Brand associations can indude not only tangible, concrete 
characteristics (e.g., bathroom amenities, guest rooms, and other fadlities).but also intangible, 
absaact attributes of the organization (e.g., affective benefits guests expect from staying at the 
hotel). 
Research has shown that guests may be aware of the brand without having a strong set 
of brand associations in their minds. Hospitality researchers assert that wen high awareness of a 
hotel name does not automatically convert to hotel brand equity unless favorable brand 
associations are developed in customers' minds. Thus, brand awareness may be necessary as the 
antecedent of hotel brand associations, but alone it is not a suffident condition to be a 
significant source of customer-based hotel brand equity. The result of this study indicates that 
hotel companies should balance theu efforts to improve brand awareness and brand associations. 
Lastly, hotel firms should develop a valid and reliable measure to assess customer-based 
brand equity. The items in this study can be used as a foundation of the hotel brand equity scale. 
Currently, most hotel chains conduct a customer satisfaction survey. Chains should gather 
additional information about customer loyalty, perceived service quality, brand awareness, and 
brand assodations. The brand equity study can offer much more comprehensive and complete 
information to determine decisions on creation of a new brand, revamping or dosing of existing 
brands. Executives should understand that a carelessly designed sub-brand can lower the total 
equity of signature brand (parent company name) with poor performance. Also, note that even 
well established brands can wear out over time if the company does not practice effective brand 
management continuously. Therefore, it is critical for hotel corporations to measure and monitor 
brand equity on a regular basis across all sub-brands and different counmes if the hotel company 
operates multi-units abroad. 
Limitations 
Future research is needed 
The first limitation of this study originates from the sampling method. Since we used a 
convenience sample, the ability to generalize the findings is somewhat limited. Second, the 
geographical location where the survey is conducted is another limitation. Even though the 
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participating travelers ma!- come from different pan of the C.S. or the world, it is reasonable to 
assume that most respondents are from the Midwest. Thud, brand au7areness and brand 
associations scales need further refinement. The current items oi brand awareness and 
associations rap inro the lolvest level of brand awareness (i.e., recoglition) and brand associations 
(i.e., focuslng on primad!. product-related or semice-related attributes). Future researchers 
should include the lugher level of brand an-areness (e.g., unaided recall and top-of-mind) and 
brand  association^ (e.g.. overall brand attirude and imagej. Lasd>-, future research should 
conmue to validate the customcr-based brand equity model in other l o d p g  segments (e.g., 
l uxq - ,  extended-stay, and econom!) as well as other hospiralty industries (e.g., foodservice and 
airhe).  It  is l kek  to see four brand cquin determinants play a different role in brand eqmt)- of 
different hospitaiq- segments. Therefore, brand awareness ma!- matter most in selecting 
economy hotels and become a significant componenr of brand equit)- of economy hotels. 
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Discussion Paper: Triangulation of Methodology 
to Solve the Practitioner - Academic Debate 
Concerning the Value of Research 
by Seonghee Oak  
In ~ltpport ofmearch in the debate aonirming its reiel'an,:~~ to ho~pita/ig academ~~r andpracfitioners, t h ~  
auihor~resents a dism.rs;on $how tliephiioiopb~ ofscience impacti approaches to research, inaiding a bnP/ 
summay of empirii.ism, ond the importance offhe triangniation oiresearLh orieritation.i. Criti~i.rm o f  ns?u~orih iti 
r h ~  hoqitalil). Lterarnre o/ttn/bmses on the la& of an dpparenf,bhilosopby of ni?nupi~t?pe~.the and hon, fhii 
perjrective impacts the w a ~  in u ~ h i h  .i~/~u/ari. ~ondz~? aad Mtcptrt resead. Thc I. biidig ~\'efwork S~hema 
(Pn'J) preserifi. a friangulatioa niodt,i./ir eva/uating mearhpmgreesr in a dz~~$line b~pmmding a melhanism 
for zntqrating aiademic andpra;rrtronrr ~ ~ ~ s e a r ~ h  stzdics. 
Why Do Different Research Orientations Matter? 
V b l e  academic research is related to abstracting from specific problems and contests to 
develop applicable theories, practitioners' objectix-es are more concerned wid1 immediate 
resolution of current problenls in specific organizations. Due to these chffermt perspectives, 
many prerious smdies point to the problem in u h i n g  hospitalit;\- academic research fmdings 
piccoli and %+per, 2003; Cohanoglu and Moren, 2001). To  solve the problem, it is necessary to 
dexrelop a partnership in which academics understand practitioners' iasues, whde practitioners 
must take some time to help set the research agenda and strengthen their relationship with 
academics. 
This paper u d  address the distinction between academic and practitioner research and 
the outcomes obtainable from combining these two approaches. Further, the implications for 
developing scientific thought in the hospitality indusm are chscussed. n u s  paper's aims are 
four-fold: 1) to discuss how philosophy of science assumptions impact research approaches; 2) 
to provide a brief summary on the historical der-elopment of empiricism; 3) to chscuss the 
importance of the triangrilation of research orientations; and 4) to present implications of the 
fmdings for hospitality research. 
According to Kuhn (1996). a scientific cornmunit! 1s composed of practitioners who 
share a scientific specialty. In the process of providmg a similar education and through the 
professional socialization process, members of a research communi?- rel! on the same technical 
and professional literamre. Members of a scientific community, consisung of scholars and 
practitioners in a specific professional discipline, share a common rahie u i d ~  other members 
depending on their philosophical orientation. People outside the discipline sec members of the 
haspitalic community as the individuals uniquely responsible for the pursuit of a set of shared 
goals, includmg the t r a i ~ n g  of their successors. 
Although scholars and practitioners frequently appear to present a dichotomy of 
thought relative to the value of science. there is some evidence that a synergistic effcct accrues 
when academic and practitioner research is combined. For example, pract~tioners use hotel real 
estate value as published by Hospitality Valuation Sem~ces (mrS) to understand hotel property 
value and determine the proper investment strategies depending on the business cycle. 
Practitioners also develop valuation techniques for hotel real estate such as sales, cost. and 
income approaches. Rased on the same data, theorists can test market e f f i c i en~  hx-pothescs, 
identifying which information in the hotel real estate market will most immediately impact hotel 
real estate value (Oak and .indreu,, 2002). \Xlult practitioners bring the a b h h  to ask the right or 
related questions to any study, academics bring a theoretical perspective to ansu.ering questions. 
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The research debate between theorists and management practitioners stems from 
misunderstanding of the other's viewpoint, often referred to incommensurability. Kuhn (1996) 
used the term to explain disagreement between saentiiic communities. Bemstein (1983) found 
that incommensurability is related to differing views of problems and standards among 
scientists-that is, those with competing allegiances who practice their tasks in different worlds 
see the same thing differently. Each saentific community supports a pamcular viewpoint over 
other viewpoints from other communities. As a scientific community absorbs the same technical 
literature and draws many of the same lessons, community members pursue shared goals on a 
specific subject The notion of shared goals takes time to develop and often leads to newer 
disciplines such as consumer behavior that may not yet be represented as a single community. 
Yet, mathematics and philosophy are strong communities in which scientists share similar goals 
and approaches to problem solving. 
'Ihe question is whether inter-disciplinary communication is possible between academics 
and practitioners who have different research orientations. Critics of incommensurability 
assume that theories in each community are mutually untranslatable. However, researchers have 
been known to translate another's work into their own language. Kuhn (1996) argued that the 
main focus of the process is not simply translating theory from diEferent language communities 
but persuading others about the theory. By discovering more about the other's social and 
culhlral contexts, the researcher h d s  that at some point in the translation that a transition has 
occurreda conversion to other new ideas. 
Transitions between communities or disaplines are helpful in contexts. For example, 
practitioners who are concerned about finding new solutions to new and existing problems 
certainly need to know the basis for academic research that presents new solutions. Academic or 
theoretical research is always incomplete since it deals with a subset of variables in the real world. 
Thus, the design process relies on assumptions about operationalizing both theoretical and non- 
theoretical variables (Calder, Phillips and Tybout, 1981). Advice from peers and scholars 
outside disciplines, using the translation process, aids in theory development. Theoretical studies 
are verified thmugh falsification procedures that meet two sets of criteria. First, abstract saentific 
explanation should be rendered fully testable; second, concrete theory-based intervention is 
viable under conditions present in the real world 
The author does not intend to provide a resolution of the opposing views of academics 
and practitioners about hospitality research. Synergy might acuue, however, from combining 
the two approaches so that academics provide new concepts to problem solving and 
practitioners' research which significantly contributes to the formation of more relevant 
questions as well as practical applications (Btinberg and Hirschman, 1986). 
How Philosophy of Science Assumptions Impact Research 
In the context of practitioner research, the objective is to maximize benefits to clients 
within a given time frame and cost constraints. Such research increases the efficiency of the 
managerial deasion process and minimizes time consumption (Calder, Phillips and Tybout, 
1981; Brinberg and Hirschman, 1986). Academic research, on the other hand, is a scientific 
process aimed at developing theory or solving anomalies within an existing theoretical 
framework (Kuhn, 1996). Scotter and Cdhgan (2003) described the scientific method of 
academic research such that 'Tlatt described science as a series of planned activities that are 
designed to test a theory . . . researchers map out the essential pms  of the theory as if they were 
branches on a tree, and systematically test each branch." Also, they stated that both academic 
and practitioner research begins by proposing a problem statement. Academics call this process 
hypotheses development while managers generally regard it as the process of problem-definition. 
W e  practitioners look for the solutions and information that may solve the problem, 
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academics formulate critical elements related to important outcomes and devise tests (Scottet 
and Culligan, 2003). 
How can hospitality community use philosophy of science assumptions to better 
understand the research approaches used by academics and practitioners? This question cannot 
be addressed without l o o h g  at the philosophcal bases for each research orientation. An 
appreciation of the skill, art, and imagination required to conduct theorctically and socially 
responsive studies is a &st step in buildmg collaborative academic and practitioner models. In 
underscoring these features, thls study is not suggesting that such comparisons are irrational but 
that they open up types and varieties of practical reason involved in such rational comparisons. 
Focus on Scientific Consensus Building 
How is it that scientists, who previously had dfferent views about a particular subject, 
can eventually come to hold substantially identical views about that subject? 
Figure 1. The hierarchical model of justification 
/ Fact \ 
Source: .idopted froL Laudan's (1981) hierarchical model 
Laudan (1984) showed how the hierarchical model ofjustification (see Figure 1) helped 
the empiricist in scientific communities to understand the process of consensus buildmg. 
Scientific consensus is forged at three interrelated levels. The herarchy's lowest level has 
disputes about matters of fact. The matters of fact refer not only to assertions about directly 
obsenable events but also to all manner of claims about what thrre is in the world, such as 
theoretical claims. Factual disagreements can be resolved b!- moving onc step up the hierarchy 
to the level of shared methodologcal rules. Some disagreement may exist about the rules of 
evidence or procedure, or about ho\v those rules are to be applied to thc case at hand. 
Methodological controversies are resolred at the axiologcal level, where basic cognitive aims are 
involved. However, empirical argument in the hierarchcal model would be threefold: different 
goals among dfferent scientists, no rational deliberation possible about the suitability of different 
goals, and covariant clusters of goals, methods, and factual claims (L.audan, 1984). 
An altematix-e explanation for scientific rationality is the reticulated model. The model 
is characterized as a complcx process of mutual adjustment and mutual justitication that fl0u.s 
upward as well as downward in the hierarch)., h k i n g  aims, methods, and factual claims (see 
Figure 2). 
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Figure 2. The reticulated Model from Laudan (1984) 
Methodology 
/ 2 // onstrain realizability Exhibit \\
Theory (fact) 4 Aims (axiology) 
Must harmonize 
Source: Laudan (1984) 
The reticulated model is similar to the triangulation of methodology that underlies much 
of the writing on methodology in the social and behavioral sciences. In the reticulated model, 
axiology, methodology, and factual claims are inevitably interlinked in relationships of mutual 
dependency. Similarly, the triangulation of research orientations holds that multiple perspectives 
are needed so that the weaknesses in one approach may be compensated for by the strengths of 
another (Brinberg and Hirschman, 1986). 
Brinberg and McGrath (1985) developed the Validity Network Schema (VNS) 
framework based on a triangulation of methodology that analyzes the marketing research process 
and various validity issues within that process. As the reticulated model is a triadic network of 
justification that is mutually dependent on three components-axiology, methodology, and 
factual claim-the VNS framework involves a conceptual schema that includes three 
interrelated yet analpcally distinct domains: concepm methodological, and substantive (see 
Figure 3). 
Figure 3. Application of the VNS to Research Otientation 
Source: Adopted model based on Brinberg and Hirschman (1986) 
Each domain contains diffetent elements, relationships, and embedding systems. Since a 
research path with three domains is limiang, each path is tlawed in different ways. Thus, it is 
necessary to h o w  the components of each domain in order to analyze the weaknesses and 
strengths of research. In the conceptual domain, elements are properties of subjects that behave 
in a context (e.g., the beliefs or attitudes of a guest in a hotel). There are the logical-causal- 
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temporal relationships benveen several properties (e.g., purchasing process 111 d ~ e  hotel) in the 
embedding system, a set of paradigmatic assumptions. or the conceptual paradgm (e.g., 
consumer psachology). In the methodologcal domaiu, elements are modes of treatment of 
rmiables, or methods for gathering information (e.g., annual statistics from visitor's bureauj. 
which relate to comparison techniques (e.g., cost-benefit analysis). The embedding system 
pertains to the research strategies within which the modes of treatment and the comparison 
techniques are executed (e.g.. event studies for measuring the economic impact of an attraction). 
In the substantive domain, elements are subjects bchax-ing in some context, such as when a 
customer purchases an admission ticket in a particular amusement park. Relations are patterns 
of  events (e.g., the interaction benveen a guest and sen.ers in a restaurant). The embedding 
system pertains to a higher level of or@anizaaon aidin which the entities and events are 
embedded. For instance, the type of or geographc location of a hotel (urban vs. suburban) 
might be an embedding system for a customer's purchase decision. 
W'hile balancing three domains during the rcscarch stage results in a set of empirical 
fmdmgs, triangulation methodolog? has amacted r e F  limited attention. Researchers have 
a rped  that one particular approach, or orientation, has sufficiently desirable features to 
investigate research questions. Brinberg and hfcGrath (1985) added that marketing tramtionally 
has been a dscipline in which the pragmatic inrestigation is the basis of determining worth. 
Thus, triangulation methodolog!- in marketing is worthy of attention by both researchers and 
practitioners. 
Triangulation Methodology for Academics and Practitioners 
In the TWS framework. a research scientist works through three distinctive stages of 
development (Brinberg and Hmschman. 1986). First, a preparatoq stage inrolves development, 
clarification, and e~aluation of elements and relations within each of the three domains. 
DeGning problem statements and conducting literature searches are completed in the 
preparatory stage. Second, a central or executive stage involves the cornbination and use of 
elements and relations from each of tile three domains. .in actual experiment or data collection 
is completed in a central stage. The thrd  stage involves following up the findings from stage 
two by replication and a systematic analysis of the scope and h u t s  of those fmdings. rinalyzing, 
interpreting, and forming conclusions from data are done in the follow-up stage. The T'NS 
system can be used to dstinguish one research orientation from another. 
T h e  research pathway used b!- academics is characterized as a concept-driven design (see 
Figure 3). -4 researcher flrst selects elements and relations from a conceptual domain, then 
draws upon the methodological domain to construct a design, and finall!- implements that design 
on some substantive system. Zeithaml, Berry and Parasuraman (1996) used the academic path to 
test the beharioral consequences of sen~ice qualih-. Their study offered a conceptual model of 
the impact of sen-ice quality on particular behaviors that signals whether customers remain ~11th 
or defect from a company. Results from an empirical study of relationships from a model of  
customers' behavior intentions show strong evidence of  intentions influenced by sen<ce quahg-. 
A practitioner orientation, on the other hand. leads to the development of studies from 
a system-driven design (see Figure 3). Practitioners fmsr select elements and relations from some 
substantive system, then form the methodologcal design to dex-elop a set of obsen.ations, and 
f ~ s h e s  in a conceptual domain that interprets thc set of obsen-ations. Berq- and Parasuraman 
(1997) discussed the concept o f a  sen-ice-quali~ information system. InitiaU!-, the!- presented 
diverse cases to be used in demonstrating research approaches for buildmg sen-ice-quality 
information systems. Their conclusion was that companies must use m~~itiple research 
approaches to ensure that customers are heard and that managers respond to their suggestions. 
Both research approaches entail obsen-ations of some effects that relate to a theoretical 
framework and result in a set of empirical fmdings (Calder, Phillips and T!-bnnt, 1981). The 
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distinction would be whether the researcher's primary goal is to apply the specific effect 
observed or to apply a more general theoretical understanding. 
Depending on a given research orientation, scientists apply different sets of rules or 
standards to a study. In academic research, there is a belief that studies are based on methods of 
scientific inquiry. The theorist's quest is based on objectivism, or the search for an Archimedean 
point upon which to ground their knowledge 5 @. 16). From a practitioner's point of view, there 
is no such basic structure except that which the researcher invents or temporally accepts. 
Implications for Hospitality Research 
Are researchers justified in continuing their philosophical orientation because it is the 
accepted para* within a given disapline or profession? Social science is the consequence of 
the researcher's own self-understanding. Practical wisdom begins when the researcher learns 
that intuitive, obvious, or universal constructs are not the sole answer to research problems. The 
perspectives in the social sciences are based on the researcher's own self-understanding of social 
possibility as reflected in an individual's scientific orientation or his personal knowledge, among 
several alternatives. 
The significance of stating that a philosophy ought to be self-referential implies that its 
validity depends on the researcher, not to a fact or situation external to it. However, the possible 
resolution of argument between pracritioners and academics is shown in the reticulated model. 
In the research, theory, methodology, and aim are interlinked. The VNS systems for academics 
and practitioners have the same components but the sequence For practicing the VNS system is 
different. 
Hospitality research has taken both academic and practitioner pathways. Some 
academic researchers have selected theoretical frameworks before selecting a methodology for 
testing hypotheses. For instance, Oh (2000) introduced a customer value framework and then 
tested an extended value model with lodgmg products. Others have taken a more practitioner 
approach in their research orientation, relying on system concepts as the basis of their research. 
For example, Mattila (1999) conducted a survey of how business travelers evaluate luxury-hotel 
services. 
These two differing approaches present outcomes that are substantially different, and 
thus add to the notion that both academic and practitioner perspectives are needed in hospitality 
research today. A closer examination of the Oh and Mattila research shows that their research 
protocols began with hypotheses and they both embraced similar methodologies toward research 
outcomes. Both appear to he equally dgorous and produce s o d y  or theoretically s q h c a n t  
results. The important determinant is the outcome of the research. A valuable research study 
will be achieved not only by theoretical speculation or accumulations of practical facts, but by 
iteration between theory and practice. 
In hospitality research multiple orientations should be given special attention because 
the solution to industry problems must engage more complex problem solving. Special attention 
should be given to the use of multiple orientations as the nature of industry problems implies a 
need for much more complex problem solving. The training of new researchers requires an in- 
depth understanding of the philosophy of science, a new model and new approaches based on 
the integration of academic and practitioner research. In addition, training requires baseline data 
that may be used in evaluating published research, using the VNS framework, to understand 
where the hospitality disapline eventually will go and to support both industry and academic in 
developing more robust methodologies. 
Since students in hospitality education are required to acquire a systematic body of 
knowledge, the development of a unique curriculum with a universally accepted professional 
core will give practitioners the oppommity to join with academics in m a k q  the profession of 
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hospitality much like other tradtional professions such as lau- and medcinc (Crocker, Schrock 
and Walker, I001 j. 
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Using Risk Management as a Tool for Accident 
Prevention in the Resort Golf Arena 
By Steve Eisenberg 
Risk Managemnt can be an @ectiuepnuentatiue mearun to optmie accidcntpnvention in the resort 
gofarenu This anicle exphnr knwn is.&, ident$es otherpotential area oftisk, and offtn solutions that m q  
be adoped @ Resod Facilities to mini*e risk in thegoysector. 
Inaoduction 
In 1995, after six years as a personal injury lawyer, and three years as a golf professional, 
this researcher began to explore liability issues in the golf business. In this age of litigation-happy 
consumers, it had become necessary to face the reality of personal injury liability lidgation in the 
golf arena. This article offers an assessment based on trends that have been present in the 
industry from 1995 to the present time, and how the modem resort golf facility can offset the 
risks associated with these trends by adopting a comprehensive risk management plan. 
It is suggested that there are four categories within the context of this issue that will help 
successfully implement such a preventative plan. They are: 
A) Identifymg Sources of Risk 
B) Determining and implementing measures to eliminate or minimize risk 
C) Supplementing the plan with various forms of insurance coverage 
D) Steps to take to minimize exposure in case of an acadent 
Categories of risk and measures to eliminate risk 
The hrst and second categories of the preventative plan are inexorably woven together 
and vitally important to its success. Many facilities neglect to even do a cursory examination of 
their premises, assuming that insurance will avoid the necessity of this time consuming endeavor. 
Obvious, without the examination, the cure is never applied I-Iowever, such facilities miss the 
obvious; that accidents themselves make it harder for an entity to remain ehgible for insurance at 
competitive rates. Sources of risk run the gamut of the obvious to the subtle. They can involve 
golf car paths, golf can defects, negligent golf car operation, bridges, steep grades, golf spike use, 
errant golf shots, neghgence in golf course design, driving range and practice area design and use, 
or risks involved in teachmg the game to patrons, alcohol-related risks, and weather-related risks. 
As stated in an article published by Joseph and Diane Devanney (2002), 'The best 
general advice that can be given to operators, managers and owners of golf courses is that the 
law varies often from state to state an4 in any event, any case anywhere will have a speafic set of 
facts that will often "make or break" the eventual outcome. Owners should try as much as 
possible to anticipate problems in advance rather than simply wait for an issue to arise. " 
A facility should engage in a risk assessment on a regular basis, involving not just those 
hired to do such an assessmen< but also staff members working in all areas of a particular golf 
operation. This should involve an "A to 2" examination, as well as thinking broadly about 
various contingency situations. One excellent practice that is often utilized is trying to replicate 
possible situations where incidents could occur. Rather than using the facility in a safe manner, 
examine what would happen if a patron were to exhibit less than safe behavior. As an example, 
while car paths are meant to be traveled upon, players often go off the edges of such paths while 
ddving. Are there steep drop-offs on the sides that could conmbute to an accident? If there is 
even a fair chance an acadent would occur, roping off such an area or adding HI would be 
pmdent solution to avoid a potential accident. Such conduct may be viewed positively by a jury if 
a case does go to mal. 
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Another example regarding golf car paths is the fact that many patrons ride with their 
feet outside the golf car floor area. This behavior exposes them to danger frorn protrudmg rocks 
or curbs b d t  to contain a golf car. \Wile it would appear that the curb is designed as a safe? 
precaution, litigation has occurred as a result of a curb built too close to the side of a golf car 
path, which exacerbated dnving errors in a way that may lead to foot and leg injuries. 
This approach to risk assessment is amplified b~ Joseph and Dianne Devanne!. (2002), 
"It is not enough to just design pleasant and attractivr surroundmgs. In developing the necessaq- 
proactive protections against la\,-suits, eveFone has to be as ddigenr as possible and try to 
foresee how the design could lead to accidents." Other articles also recommend that course 
owners put out hlghly visible signs in areas where golf cart uscrs must cross public roadways or 
make slou- turns, etc. "Make sure you have great signage and police it," he says. "If you see 
someonc violating that rule, stop them and get thcm out of the cart." 
The attorneys cited also mentioned incidences where golf carts have been struck by 
automobiles with the parties being severely injured. Such situations can create catastrophic 
liabdity exposures for a golf course. "If they have golf cart paths that cross public roadu-ays, they 
really nerd to be well-marked-mmble sticks, stop signs. Golf clubs reall!- need to do a good job 
making that a more drfensible situaaon." 
Safety measure implementation and recent areas of injury 
In implementing  safe^ measures regarlng car paths, it is best to insure they arc 
properly designed, and constructed using materials that uill last based gix-en anticipated climate 
condtions. The designs should woid sharp turns and b h d  spots; waning s i p s  should be 
specified far any steep gradients. The golf fachn- must also do continuous inspection of the 
paths, with course rangers specifically mandated to do such inspecdon on a daily basis. If dangers 
are noted, barriers must immclatel!- be placed as appropriate. Rtdng bridges should be assessed 
at the same h e  as they ma!- be prone m collapse if not properly maintained. 
Golf car defects are another area dlat is ripe with litigation potential. %,We it is often 
dit'ficult to assess the legihacj-  of complaints in h s  area. it is quite common for an injured 
part\. to claim that the car's brakes malfunctioned or that there was improper training gven to 
them prior to their use of the car. Regarding tlus area of potential liabhcy, this researcher 
inten~iewed several prominent pcrsonal injur\- attorneys in t l~e  golf car accident area. .Use, my 
own experiences support the contcnuon by AlcDonaId (21305) that "clients obtain releases from 
people when they sign up for golfcart~." This is 21 rerification that the p a m  ackno~vledges they 
are responsible For dnving that golf cart and any injuries that may ensue. 
There is a need for set training pohcies in use o i a  golf car. The attorneys who were 
inten~ieu-ed spoke of the "surprising the number of claims from people who have been tossed 
out of golf carts or were injured when a golf cart overturned." Another intenriewce stated 'You 
can't have people our diere horseplaying on golicarts." Personal experiencr has been that Golf 
Resort Operations and golf courses in general tend to fail to take the dme to show patrons hour 
to use the golf cars prior to operating them. This problem is endenuc in the resort facility 
business as the "laid back-on vacation" atmosphere is perceived i s  nor being conducive to 
convincing a patron of the nerd to properly operate a golf car and the dangers inherent in fauln- 
operation. \Xre recommend operators always insmctrd staff to hare the patron demonstrate their 
sMls operating the basic controls before releasing the car to thcm. .\lso, facihn- operators should 
have warning signs placed on all steep p d e s  that prevent p a r h g  on such grades. 
The importance of the rental agreement should not be mininuzed. It  should hare a 
"hold harmless" clause in place, indmmnification clause and proper? damap repayment clause. 
It must be signed b!- the patron. 
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Another area of concern in regard to operation is poor maintenance practices tolerated 
by some resort facilities. Golf car attendants are under paid, under trained and under motivated. 
If a golf car is exhibiting a problem, and that problem might prevent the employee from leaving 
on time, it may not get reported. It is incumbent on the facility to make reporting and car line 
removal procedures as painless as possible. Having a qualified mechanic available is essential to a 
proper safety program. A daily checklist of the proper operation of a golf car is strongly 
recommended. All these measures will eventually find their way into the minds of jurors should 
litigation occur. 
The risks from actually playing should present another area of concern to resort golf 
course operators. Many golf courses exist where it is obvious that someone will eventually get 
hurt by an errant golf shot. Humorous signage designed to "warn" but those warnings are 
inappropriate. Golf courses have taken it upon themselves to try to convince a golfer to hit their 
ball straight and not left or right, but such warnings d not substitute for design or other 
preventative measures that could be implemented to reduce the likelihood of injury. Landscaping 
or netting and fencing can be incorporated into the design of the course so as to prevent injury. 
Liiigation involving errant golf shots, where mere landscaping would have avoided the accident, 
but was not considered serious enough to cure can result in very large awards. One golf course 
paid $500,000 to a claimant. In another case, the claimant injured himself on a metal spike 
protruding from the tee area, which acted as a "tee marker." The risk of injury from using such a 
device was major, and could have been prevented by using a plastic marker. 
Top golf course designers in the world, they will tell you that they have to rethink the 
design and hit points of golf boles, the landing areas and barrier landscaping, because of the 
change in the golf ball and the golf club. Homebuilders have been consistently expanding the 
comdor widths on the advice of counsel, design experts and golf consauction experts. At 
existing golf courses, owners are redesigning many holes includmg realipng tee boxes and 
installing barrier landscaping and fencing to accommodate the problem. The main dung with 
errant golf balls is that if you have an issue, identify it and deal with i t  
Another area of concern are neghgently designed practice areas where the hitting area 
faces an area where patrons might be sitting or waitmg to play; injuries are inevitable in that 
environment A simple net or landscaping can be put in place to minimize injury here. In regard 
to practice golf ranges, there are many places where the spacing between those using the range is 
insuffiaent to prevent one golfer From possibly hitting another with their club. 
Changes in the design of golf shoes have contributed to slip and fall accidents. It was 
not too long ago that the design of "softspikes" was all the rage. They were designed with 
protection of the surface of the green in mind, not the safetyof the golfer. Golf courses were 
often designed with steep grades, knowing the player's metal spikes would allow them to traverse 
the steep terrain. That inherent safety measure changed with the introduction of softspikes. 
Now, even slight grades that are wet are areas of danger. Wood walking bridges are also an 
obvious flashpoint of shoe-related acadents. It would be prudent for course owners to evaluate 
their walkways, slopes and paths to provide greater traction in order to minimize the number of 
claims. 
Severe weather is a concern for most golf course operators. It appears that courses are 
"damned if you do, damned if you don't." Employing hghming detection and weather detection 
systems seem prudent, but if not used correctly, can lead to catastrophe. Many facilities just tell 
patrons to vacate when they see storms coming. If you warn your staff of dangerous weather, 
and not your patrons, you are ripe for a lawsuit A jury may consider warning systems to be 
evidence of a caring operator. 
Use of alcohol while playing golf conmbutes to as many problems in the golf sector as it 
does in any other sector of life. Many states have "dram shop" laws that permit people who are 
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injured by intoxicated individuals to file la\vsuirs against the person or company that sold or 
served the alcohol. This could potmuall!- be devastating for a golf course. Liquor license 
authorities now are under tremendous pressure, and tile! may try to pull your licensr in addition 
to an7 liability claim you have from the injured p q .  
Courses must be ddigent about liquor licenses, consumption and the traitllng of staff to 
identi6 and deal with customers who are intoxicated or on their wa!. to that condtion. The key 
is to make sure that the operation's alcohol awareness programs are being implemented and that 
the training program is being properly implemented. Clubs sometimes let someone u,ho is not 
f a d a r  with all the regulations be in charge of the beverage area. hlanl- clubs don't even know if 
they have a proper permit that alloas people to take alcohoLc beverages onto the golf course. 
The growth in rounlaments, special events and banquets presents a special problem in 
the area of alcohol consumption. During the tournament the man!- roving golf carts with people 
out on the course five or six hours on a hot day often dnnktng large amounts of alcoholic 
beverages is a problem. In addition, many of these attendees then come back into the clubhouse 
and dnnk even more. \Yhcn they leare the club, they can easily he considerably over the legal 
linut and pose a hazard on the road. It situation should be a matter ofgrare concern to an 
operator. 
Liquor liability insurance is v e q  critical to protect golf courses and private clubs from 
catastrophic claims resulting from such liquor liabili?. But the insurance may not cover acts of 
incompetence on the part of the operator. It is always better to take action to mitigate a problem 
before that problem occurs. Put a liquor polic!- in place imrnedately. 
Environmental issues are present at many older golf courses that are not compliant with 
current environmental laws and regulations. Many golf courses, in the areas where t l~e  golf carts 
and muntenance equipment are being cleaned, allow a drain line to floxv into a creek public 
tributary or stream. Golf courses must remain in compliance Mth enrironmental codes and if 
not, they are being forced to remove underground fuel storage tanks, clean areas of potential 
spds. An opcrator must also carefull!- monitor the use of pesticides, herbicides and other 
chemicals on the course. 
Supplementing your risk management plan n i t h  insurance 
\Y'hile safrn- and training are the most important components of protecting your golf 
course operation, if something does happen. insurance is important to protect !-our busin~ss. a
thorough risk evaluation on a continuing basis can help keep your premiums dolrn and the club 
insurable. It  is recommended to buy a commercial umbrella liability policy prox-iding additional 
liability limrs. 
Minimizing exposure in case of an  accident 
In light of the above, strps must SUU be taken to minimize liabhty in the case of an 
accident that has already occurred. If the following steps arc taken. in tllis researcher's judgment, 
liability exposure will be minimized: 
1) lnsure medical aid is immediately summoned. This cements the feelins of 
conceni for the wcll-being of the patron n-htch endears the operation to the 
juq. 
2) hfake the patron comfortable and pror.ide blankets, without undul! mox-ing 
the injured party. 
3) Get signed statements from all ultnesses immedatel!, as they may leave the 
area, and don't forgot to record any statements made b!- the injured part\-. 
Thej- may implicate themsrlves. 
4) Obtain statements that the patron made to medical personnel at the scene 
and at the hospital. 
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5) Take photographs of the patron, the accident scene, impact marks, any 
pertinent markings, and if a golf car was involved, of the car itself. Date all 
photos upon development. 
6) If a golf car is involved, pull the car from service and do an immediate 
inspection by a qualihd inspector and obtain the report. 
7) If a golf car is involved, pull the service and inspection records to determine 
if the car was operating properly prior to the accident, as well as to note if 
the proper inspection and maintenance work was performed. 
8) Communicate all information to your insurance agent and company 
immediately. 
9) Do not communicate with other parties concerning the accident. If the 
patron calls, memorialize the conversation and date. 
10) If your insurance company claims you are not covered, hire a personal 
attorney for the facility. Do this also if the claim exceeds your commercial 
policy limits. 
Conclusion 
Golf can be dangerous to the player, but most importantly, to the operator as well. 
Consideting our litigious society and the fact that insurance rates have escalated since Sept. 11, it 
has become more important than ever to implement a sound risk management program to help 
prevent injuries and property damage, as well as to protect against Liability. 
Effective safety training and risk management programs are not developed overnight. 
But like it or not, golf course resort operators must consider the tasks of safety training and risk 
management as the highest priorities within their operations. Zero accidents, while possibly 
utopian in outlook, should be the goal for the entire golf course staff. 
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Perceptions of the Beach Users: A Case Study of the Coastal 
Leas  of North Cyprus Towards ~stabli~hrnent of a 
'Carrying Capacity' 
By Natasha Christodoulidou, Habib Alipour, Mehmet Altinay, Kashif Hussain, and 
Nazita Sheilihani 
UTithin the muin eiementr ajeconomn. sustainabili(l, socio-iuit~~rdstr~tainaiiii~), and envimnmeniaf 
su.itainai?i~, the deriu  of ii.iw~ifl5 6upa'ig'had,t, been emphasixed through re~~identi'pen~iion a114:ii~. to 
expionpractiLal methods towards tile i3hphntion and implementation a,fsu~h ,.riteriz7. -4s ahla onaiyii.i rer~eaied, 
the main tourist re.ruur:es in the uzrr a,fNorth Gpnl~-/he i.oart and the beat/-hope a cer!ain capacii) io 
iustain the impad andpressure or tourism. De~pte the s&n$icane ?f the ind2enou.i enrirvnment and wiilz reped 
to the nsidents'perception ofopfimum L U ~ J ; ~ I ~  .apa~iD ieueii. thi.i issur ha.' not beengiven a dne mnsideration. 
Thfs has rerulted in apmcejj of ~uustai de~rlopment u,hich bt,ajjej a y  meanirr ore application aja siaadard to 
hannoni~ the degree ajp~sical de~,~~iopmtrt and the '.[paiig qfthe beah Tilt main oi,jei.tive of tl~irpaper is to 
establish the conlept of :unJing capaig' aj the means to a'.hiet~ /he rrmniiltatio~: ~jearirunmentai mpaci~ zvitb 
tonrirn~ deueiopment. The stu(il ~onrhdei that. ! f~myinA capa~7!, mraiurement and iti implementation are 11ot 
incorporated into tt~epfannin~ demion a.i a clearpoii~. there will begrasr negatii,e conseqnen,~tr,tor the those 
rrsour6,es at/ra;ting uisitors. 
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Florida International University 
School of Hospitality and Tourism Management 
Announces another successful 
South Beach Wine and Food Festival 
Florida International University's School of Hospitality and Tourism 
Management proudly announces another successful South Beach Wine 
and Food Festival. The Festival has become one of the two major food 
and wine events in the United States. The school works closely with 
Southern Wine and Spirits to stage an event that had more than 30,QOo 
people attend. The activities of over 80 celebrity chefs were telecast 
throughout the world. More than 200 wineries and other suppliers 
, , 
attended. 
. ,:::'+ ..,> ::$,#+~~& ~ . . -2&(~~,;~; . :  s . . l . -  d ~: Over four hunched students prtkiplted m this 
experience on how very Jarge special events operate. Their participation 
made them eligible for over $200'000 in scholarships. The event 
generated more than $1.5 million dollars for the School. 
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